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ON THE COVER: Nowhere are the cost,
size and weight advantages of new
technologies having greater impact
than on radio remote systems. This
mobile news studio is one of three
such minivans used by KNX 1070
Newsradio, Los Angeles. Inset Port-
ability and ruggedness are essential
for wartime coverage. (Photo by Pe-
ter Breslow, NPR.)
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OPTIMOD-FM 2 2 0 0 DIGITAL PROCESSOR

We downsized everything

except the OPTIMOD sound.
DIGITAL SOUND THAT ANY FM STATION CAN AFFORD.

As you can see, we've cut the cost of digital processing by two-thirds. But what you

can't see, and really should hear firsthand, is what isn't downsized. The new 2200 is

a direct descendant of the best selling digital processor in the world. So you not only

get the same loud, clear OPTIMOD sound, the 2200 gives you key features you'll only

fmd in high end processors, including 8 factory audio presets, the flexibility to program

8 user settings, and the choice of either protection limiting or two -band processing. A lot

more than you'd expect in a downsized box. But then, it's not just any box. It's an OPTIMOD.

2200: $3,850 US USER PRICE; 2200-D WITH DIGITAL I/O: $4,450

orban
ii A Harman International Company

O 1996 Orban, Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA
Phone 1.510 .351. 0. 1. H 0, E-mail eustserv%ortan.com
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Editorial:

Watch  nc
radio

By Skio Pizzi,
radio editor

he 19th century statesman Ono von Bismarck was the first to observe that "Laws are
like sausages. It's better not to see them being made."

Apparently this rule doesn't apply to radio. If current trends are any indication,
there seems to be no shortage of interest in watching radio being made - on TV, the movies
and in real life. .

For example, among current TV series based on radio operations are NBC's 'Frasier" and
"NewsRadio," two certified prime time hits. "Remember WENN" is a refreshingly new,
original cable series on AMC set in radio's Golden Age. Produced by pop -star -turned-

Broadway -composer Rupert Holmes, the show is receiving widespread critical acdaim. And
still in syndication nearly 20 years after its premiere is "WKRP in Cincinnati," one of the most
popular shows in TV history. (Of course, a radio -station setting is no guarantor of success,
as proved by the rapid demise of last year's "The George Wendt Show.")

Meanwhile, movies have also had some success with the radio -station setting. A few years
back, Eric Bogosian electrified audiences in "Talk Radio," and this year, "The Truth About
Cats and Dogs" enjoyed a long and fruitful run. Unlike the license taken by some
presentations, 'The Truth..." showed a pretty realistic major -market radio station talk -show
operation. (So truthful, in fact, that theJantsary/February 1995 issue of BE Radio appeared
as a prop in the film!) A number of other successful movies have also been set in the Golden
Age, including the much lauded "My Favorite Year," in which an aging movie star (Peter
O'Toole) discovers just how different the live radio broadcast is from the process of film
making.

Remember how radio was used as a central and unifying motif in George Lucas'
breakthrough hit, "American Graffiti," with Wolfman Jack in a semi -autobiographical role?
And serious radio -movie buffs may recall "FM," probably more memorable for its soundtrack
album (with the Steely Dan tune of the same name) than for the film itself - although it did
serve as the inspiration for the above -mentioned "WKRP" series.

Several major, recent theater works have made radio a key element of their setting or story
line, as well. Among these are the "Greater Tuna" series, "Buddy.. .The Buddy Holly Story"
and "The 1940's Radio Hour," all of which have enjoyed successful runs around the United
States and abroad.

Crossing the line from the other direction, live studio or theater audiences pack the house
to watch actual radio broadcasts of national comedy, music and variety shows, ranging from
the "Grand Ole Opty" to "A Prairie Home Companion." In some cities, local radio broadcasts
draw similar crowds.

All of this proves that radio still captivates the American public, both in its product and
its process. There is also something distinctly "American' about the heritage of radio
broadcasting and its various styles. Of course, part of radio's mystique lies in the invisibility
of its creation, but this makes the occasional opportunity to watch some radio -making all
the more captivating. Playing to today's passions, watching a live radio broadcast also
involves some elements of interactivity and multimedia.

The easiest way for most stations to capitalize on this intrinsic interest is by doing radio
remotes - and they're becoming easier to do all the time. (See this issue's cover story, p. 24.)
Any time you take your program origination outside of the studio, you give your listeners a
chance to watch radio composition. It's OK to let them see the man behind the curtain once
in a whit if you're doing a good job, it won't detract from their respect for the great and
powerful Oz of the ether. So get out there and make some radio for your audience on location.
Unlike legislation or breakfast meats, the exposure will do your station as much good as the
sponsor or event you're covering.

IA/

DER
ESPONSE
E -ma beradic@inte-tec.com

FAXback 913/967-1905
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Future -Safe Audio Testing

That's the way most audio test equipment
is designed...The instrument maker chooses
analog or digital, lays out a front panel, builds in a
fixed level of internal processing power and adds
a display from today's choices.
They'll never adapt to the future like System One
and System Two from Audio Precision.

First a comprehensive selection of digital and ana-
log measurement capabilities and options allows
you to tailor you- initial purchase to an exact fit for
your needs of tooay.

Tomorrow you Lenefit from continuous product
and technology improvements, as System One
and System Two grow with your needs. Both
System One and System Two allow you to later
add options not originally fitted.
DSP versions gain new functions and features by
simply downloading different and newer versions
of our DSP software.

Audio
peasion

P.O. Box 2209
Beaverton. OR 97075-3070
(503) 627-0832. 1-800-231-7350
FAX: (503) 641-8906

The recognized standard in Audio Testing

You get better and faster system performance as
well as higher resolution displays by upgrading PC
technology without buying new audio measure-
ment hardware. Upgrade to the popular WindowsTM
graphical user interface.
We introduced our first System One audio test
sets in 1985. Today over 4000 of our PC and GPIB-
based System One and System Two analyzers are
in sery ce worldwide, testing everything from air-
craft to automobiles, satellites to cell phones, hi-fi
to hea. Ing aids.

Our customers who purchased System One in
1985 are still enjoying the benefits of our open-
ended design philosophy. Those who purchase
System Two in 1995 will enjoy the same benefits
well into the next millennium. You can join them by
contacting one of our worldwide Audio Precision
representatives todc%, for information and an
onsite demonstration

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS Australia: IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd., Tel 2 439 3744 Austria: ELSINCO GmbH, Tel (1)815 04 00 Belgium: Trans European Music NV. Tel 2 466 5010 Brazil: INTERWAVE LTDA Tel (211325-
9221 Bulgaria: ELSINCO. h e Stn.lbe-hte, Tel- (2) 58 61 31 Canada: GERRAUDIO Distributan. Tel (416) 696-2779 China, Hong Kong: ACE (Intl) Co Ltd , Tel 24240387 Croatia: AVC Audio Video Consulting, Tel (41) 624
622 Czech Republic: ELSINCO Prsha spol s r o Tel (2)49 66 89 Denmark: npn Elektronik aps, Tel 86 57 15 11 Finland: Genelec OT, Tel. 77 13311 Francs: ETS Mesureur. Tel (1145 83 66 41 Germany: RTW GmbH. Tel 221
70913-0 Greece: KEM Electronics Ltd. Tel 01-6478514/5 Hungary: ELSINCO KFT. Tel (1)269 18 50 India: HINDITRON Services PVT, Tel: 22 836-4560 Israel: Dan -El Technologies. LTd. Tel 3-6478770 Italy: Link Engineenng
s r I Tel. 0521/648723 Japan: TOO Oorporahon. Tel 3 (5688) 6800 Korea: BAP International Co_ Ltd . Tel 2 546-1457, BAP (Kurth Office), Tel 0546 53-7347/8 Malaysia:Test Measurement 8 Engineering Sdn Bfd, TeL 3 734
1017 Netherlands: Heynen b v . 08851-96300 New Zeeland: Audio 8 Video Wholesalers. Tel 7 847-3414 Norway: Lydconsult, Tel. (47) 66-988333 Poland: ELSINCO Polska sp. z o , Tel (22) 39 69 79 Portugal: Acutron
Electroacustica LDA. Tel 1 9414087 / 9420862 Singapore: THE Systems Pte Ltd . Tel 7477234 Stempel.: ELSINCO Bratislava spot s r o.. Tel (7)784 165 South Africa: SOUNDFUSiON Broadcast. Tel: 11 477-1315 Speen: Telco
Electronics, S.A., Tel 1 531-7101 Sweden.. TTS Tel 8 Ton Studooteknik AB. Tel 31-803 620 Switzerland: Dr W A Gunther AG. Tet 1 910 41 41 Taiwan R.O.C.: Crap We Electric Trading Co.. Tel: 2-5612211 Tholland: Massworld
Company Ltd.. Tel 662-294.4930 Onlesd Kingdom: Thurtby Thunder Instruments l tit T. ,14801412451 Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporal 1011
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Contract Engineering:

Maintaining
multistation

facilities

By William Fawcett

ears ago it was common practice for a
radio station to have a full-time staff
engineer - or perhaps even an engi-

neering department. Broadcast deregulation
of the 1980s (and the concurrent increase in
broadcast equipment's reliability) brought an
end to that. Engineers who could adapt took
on the role of "contract engineer." This busi-
ness approach was further fueled by the es-
tablishment of Docket 80-90 stations shortly
thereafter. By the late 1980s, it was not
unusual for a contract engineer to have a
dozen or more such stations on his or her
roster.

But having a string of Class A FMs and
daytime AMs for clients has its drawbacks,
most of them monetary. Many of these sta-
tions hardly had enough money for good
maintenance, much less capital expenditures.

Now consider the present day, where the
trend is toward consolidation and formation

of the "superduopoly," in many
cases, this implies a multistation
facility.

Even before recent changes in
the law, stations were experiment-
ing with consolidation through
LMAs and earlier levels of duopoly.
Now the prospect exists for outright
ownership of up to eight stations in
a market by one firm. This provides
the potential (perhaps the require-
ment) for multistation owners to
direct increased funds into techni-
cal capitalization and operations.

4
k

William Fawcett is president of
Mountain Valley Broadcast Ser-
vice, Inc., a broadcast engi-
neering firm in Harrisonburg, VA.

Will the circle be
unbroken?

It is possible that this may signal
the return of the staff engineer. The
technical demands of a consoli-
dated facility are great and may
require a full-time presence. If we've
learned anything from the last 20
years, it is this: The engineer who
adapts is the engineer who survives.

Being a staff engineer (i.e., a sta-
tion employee) may be advanta-

geous. Larger companies may be able to offer
various perks unavailable to the small busi-
ness. On the other hand, the clever contract
engineer who can structure his/her wort( within
the IRS independent -contractor guidelines may
also reap the benefits of consolidation.

Think of it this war less travel, more money.
Contract engineering firms might take a cue
from other industries and assign individual
technicians responsibility for certain major
accounts. Under that scenario one person
has working, day-to-day knowledge of the
facility, but other (perhaps more senior) per-
sons are available for major projects or disas-
ters. This is where the field service firm, as
opposed to either a single contract engineer
or staff engineer, has a marked advantage:
when lightning strikes three transmitters and
two studios at once, there is only so much a
single person can do.

A newly consolidated station group will
typically require a lot of immediate engineer-

ing work, and it may need much more shortly
thereafter. The design work and capital im-
provements involved will likely present plenty
of challenges. Your client has probably paid
millions for this group of stations, so try not
to think small.

Start with planning (where else?)
Naturally, you should not proceed in a

haphazard way. The client also must be
convinced of the requirement for detailed
planning - and the need to pay for such
work. This is no longer a stand-alone radio
station. The physical -facility infrastructure,
audio distribution, studios and transmission
facilities will all be stretched to their limits
and interdependent on one another like
never before. When five stations go down at
once, redundancy ceases to be a luxury.

Besides extensive planning, the level of
documentation must also be increased. Wir-
ing tables, maintenance logs, even the loca-
tion of buried cables all become critical
issues. Contractors might consider an invest-
ment in a laptop computer if they don't
already have one.

The engineer who adapts
is the engineer who

survives.

Speaking of computers, have you noticed
the number of computers in some of these
larger multistation facilities? Besides the
expected office computers and LANs, there
are computers in studios, automation sys-
tems, music playlist computers, traffic, bill-
ing and perhaps remote machine/transmit-
ter-site control. Because of the speciali71 d
nature of many of these systems, the instal-
lation, maintenance and repair often fall
upon the broadcast engineer. Here again,
adapting and surviving will be key compo-
nents of the successful engineer.

An engineer's dream
Consider the example of one typical

superduopoly, which is faced with consoli-
dating a three -tower AM army with another
nondirectional AM, plus two (possibly three)
FMs - including auxiliary antennas. This
implies combiners, isocouplers, directional
proofs and lots of detuning. With several full -
power backup transmitters, this could amount
to a facility rivaling that of a major short-wave
broadcaster. Add to that the need for com-
puter control and monitoring, sophisticated
electrical distribution and generating sys-
tems, dummy loads and antenna switching,
HVAC systems and Halon fire -suppression.

Clearly, a "seat -of -the -pants" approach will
just not work here. This is a great challenge
for the truly professional broadcast engineer.
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WorldNet'4 audio codec 3 and peripherals are

the proven and et'ective solution to the

worldwide acquisition and distribution of full

bandwidth stereo audio over direct dial

digital circuits such as ISDN or Switched 56.

DSM 100 Digital Audio
Transceiver - uniquely provides

the combination of high quality
coding, low coding delay and error

immunity essential to the
professional audio community.

Pro -Link ISDN Manager -
incorporates a direct dial -up

adaptor and maintains maximum
transmission security at all times -

for both audio and other high
speed data requirements.

DRT 128 Digital Reporter
Terminal delivers high quality

stereo audio from remote
locations. Lightweight. rugged and
portable. the DRT 128 is the ideal

solution for the mobile reporter.

ea

-

or me L. 00 IMO flan 01/.

MCE 800 - the elegant solution to
the distribution of multi -channel
audio over T1 and El digital
circuits. Up to eight simultaneous
channels available.

MCD 300 - for point to multipo nt
distribution the decoder
incorporates demultiplexing for up
to eight simultaneous full
bandwidth audio channels.

RMC 240 - using the embedded
data facility on all APT codecs. the
RMC 240 provides complete

,_1 V 1
.

1 .1 .
1 r remote control over all DAT

functions.

AUDIO PROCESSINGTECHNOL 06
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Contract Engineering:
Maintaining multistation facilities

Skyport 2000
I lere's another affected area to think

about: An increasing number of indi-
vidual stations now receive signals from
multiple satellites. Adding more sta-
tions and a minor regional network or
two, and before you know it, you've got
six or 10 dishes out on the lawn, each
feeding multiple users. (Even if all the
stations need to look at the same satel-
lite, you can only split the signal to so

many receivers.) It is, therefore, worth
thinking about bigger and better dishes
to feed those splits, and to build
patchable redundancy into the system.
Low -noise block converters (LNBs) com-
plicate the situation even more. A pos-
sible solution is the global use of low -
noise amplifiers (LNAs) instead, placing
block converters downstream (inside)
after the patch panel.

Another reason for upgrading the
dishes has to do with increasing levels of
terrestrial interference, as well as a fully
populated 2° spacing plan. Only a qual-
ity dish will yield the desired signal -to -

The Dynamax DCR1000 MO
Rewritable Magneto Optical Diskettes

66 minutes of awesome stereo audio now under $9

The Recorder offers cut & paste editing  99 separate variable
length cuts  AES/EBU digital input  direct digital dubbing from CD
 start on audio  selectable sampling rates  secondary and tertiary cues
 PC keyboard for titling  kill date checking  disk label printing

The Master Player features simple cart -like operation  no on -air
personality training  just three front panel buttons  instant start and cue
 maintenance -free design  rotation & chaining  replay lockout
 count-up/count-down timer  RS232 logging/remote control

Call Fidelipac for more information.

DIMAMJI1X
TBROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC

Fidelipac Corporation E P.O. Box 808 E Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A.
TEL 609-235-3900  FAX 609-235-7779
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noise ratio. Digital satellite receivers are
not handling this problem as well as
expected; pops and clicks are more no-
ticeable than soft analog failures.

Audio distribution
Gone forever are the days when you

could twist a few resistors together and
split an audio feed to a few studios. A
multistation facility might involve five or
10 studios, and may also include a high
level of RF. This requires many distribu-
tion amps (perhaps even routing switch-
ers), miles of cable, and most important,
planning and documentation.

Make sure your plans are flexible;
anticipate satellite network changes on
a regular basis. Look also at your RPUs,
ISDN and telephone interfaces. It is not
uncommon for the sales staff of a
multistation facility to bundle a remote
package, often with the same announcer
doing the remotes on one station after
another. After all the stations have had
a feed from the site, the cycle repeats.

For studio design, think generic. A
uniform studio design is a real plus.
Formats change and equipment breaks.
A fully patchable facility can really take
off the pressure. If you are not fully
automated, at least put all your com-
mercials on hard disk, and have your
system networked to all of the studios.
Where studios must be of a specific
design, have at least one other studio
capable of running that format.

That was then, this is now
These are just some of the factors that

will be important in supporting a
multistation facility. Consolidation is
driven by capital investment, and the
increased demands placed on a facility
will drive that infusion of funds even
more. It remains to be seen if this is just
another short-lived, upward trend in a
cyclical economic pattern, but it cer-
tainly is preferable to the lean times
seen in the early 1990s.

For the capable contract engineer, it
is important not to get hung up on
labels. Changing conditions may pre-
cipitate a new business paradigm. Go
vith the flow; the prospect for high -
quality employment opportunities with
commensurate pay is good.

When the FCC dropped the first-class
license and eliminated the requirement
liar most stations to have full-time engi-
neers, the industry saw an influx of "jack -
leg" engineers. The CB -radio installer
who handles a station or two on the side
may soon be looking for supplemental
work flipping hamburgers. (Luckily, the
minimum wage is going up.) Conversely,
the professional broadcast engineer
should strongly embrace this new eta.
There is work, there is money, and with a
little talent plus some good business sense,
it can be a positive time for you. Si
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It seems those things that develop

the ability to adapt are the ones time

treats most kindly. That's why the

TS612 will be around for a while. No

matter what size station you oper-

ate, or even how many stations

.
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you'd like to network, the TS612 has

the versatility to adapt to your

needs. Regardless if you're a group

owner, LMA, a large station or a sin-

gle broadcaster, this system is pre-

pared for any contingency. Need any-

where from 6 to 120 lines? No prob-

lem, just network multiple systems

together. Want crystal clear audio

for conferencing calls? That's what

the dual superhybrids are for. Have

a bunch of stations operating from

the same facility? You can maintain

each station's identity (even those

with shared lines) with hold audio,

dedicated lines and call screening.

Go on or off air at the same time,

expand to a second studio with just

an additional control surface, have

it calculate your taxes (well, OK,

we're still working on that one). The

point is, if you're looking for a sys-

tem that's changing and adapting as

fast as you are, you've found it. For

more information, give us a call.
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Managing Technology:

Updating
the

newsroom

By Bob Reed

Bob Reed is operations man-
ager at KGNC-AM/FM, Ama-
rillo, TX.

66 nother cart just jumped its cue!"A
For the third time in four days, that
cry, preceded and followed by a

series of expletives, came from the news an-
nounce booth. It was time to replace our cart
machines - and probably the whole concept
of using carts for news operations, as well.

Three years previously, we had successfully
converted our commercial delivery and traffic
systems from tape cartridge to digital, using a
file server and multiple PCs on a local area
network (IAN). At that time, our four -person
news department, sports director and two -
person agribusiness department inherited the
carts from the production and control rooms,
to use in their news operations.

Our old reliable cart machines were into
their third decade of use, and even the best of
equipment can't be expected to last forever.
The triple -decker playback machines had al-
ready undergone at least two rebuilds, so it was

certainly time to consider replace-
ment. Oxide on the cartridge tapes
was becoming almost nonexistent.

Because of our positive experi-
ence with digital storage of our
commercials and the successful
integration of our traffic and digi-
tal audio system, we decided to
check out the options available for
our news operation. We had al-
ready converted our wire collec-
tion system to computer, using the
1P Newsdesk. This allowed us to
collect AP News, our network data
%sire and state newswire into a single
computer and print only what we
wanted, using a single printer. Pre-
Niously, we had three printers crank-
ing out paper 24 -hours day - most
of it ending up in the trash.

Our first question was, "If com-
mercial audio and traffic can be
integrated into a single system, how
about wire copy and audio?" As we
soon found out, several systems are
available that can do this today. and
they cover a wide range

of capabilities among them.
The best news was that we could

replace the cartridge system with
digital audio for little more than
the cost of replacing the triple -
deckers and cart recorders. The
advantages were numerous: bet-
ter quality and reliability, fewer
mechanical parts to wear out,
increased flexibility and other
benefits that we hadn't even con-
sidered until we began investigat-
ing the systems available.

Planning the transition
Of course, abject fear gripped

the news staff when word leaked
out that the station was consid-
ering "computerizing the news-
room." Many announcers and
news people don't like change.
They are accustomed to taking a

stack of news copy and carts into the an-
nounce booth, with each in the order they are
to be used in a newscast. So we needed a
digital system that would mimic a cart sys-
tem, but still provide the advantages of com-
puterization.

This implied that we should look for a
system that would let the news reader orga-
nize the order of the stories, but switch the
order on the fly as time constraints dictated.
For example, what if a late -breaking story
threw off the planned newscast sequence or
the newscaster approached the end of a
newscast intending to close with a 45 -sec-
ond story, but only 30 seconds remained?

Central storage of text and audio was also
considered critical. Our commercial system
stores the commercials locally at each of the
terminals where they are used. That means
transferring the audio from the production
room to the control rooms, which takes time.
A newscaster can't wait for transfer. If a story
breaks with audio, it has to get on the air
immediately. Therefore, central storage of
the audio (i.e., stored on a file server and
instantly available to all terminals) is a must.

The flexibility to run any audio cut either
in a predetermined sequence or on -demand
at any time is also necessary. In addition, all
audio, wire copy and locally originated copy
must be accessible from all editing termi-
nals, as well as for use on the air at either of
two stations that share the facility. This in-
cludes news announce booths, the news-
room, the agribusiness department office
and both stations' control rooms. Again,
central storage on a file server with distribu-
tion through a IAN is necessary.

Selection and implementation
What we found was a system that could

collect as many wire services as we wanted
into a single computer terminal, with the wire
text accessible to all other terminals on the
LAN. Audio could likewise be uploaded into
a single terminal on the LAN, with original
audio. as well as any edited cuts available at
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A text -editing screen from the Windows -based NewsBoss
system from Broadcast Electronics, which integrates wire
copy or original scripts with audio clips stored on the
company's AudioVAULT system.
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"Nope. No way. Forget it.
This Instant Replay is mine:'

Hey, we understand. After all, Instant Replay puts

1,000 of his favorite noises right in front of him -

ready for instant playback. No other audio player

makes it so easy to be spontaneous and creative. It's

fast, it's easy and it's Fun.

Check it out. One Instant Replay can store

up to 16 hours of stereo sound. That's 16 hours of

sound effects, spo:s, promos, even entire songs

- anything - and you can play any of them back

instantly just by pressing one of 50 Hot -Keys!

There's no need for a computer and ro need for

training. Ifs sell -contained and it wcrks right out

of the bcx - j Jst push the buttons and go!

To prove how

Instant Replay

can make your

station better, you can Test Drive one

with no &ligation! Call us now for free

overnight delivery of your Test Drive

unit. And like Rick Dees, once you get

your haids on Instant Replay you

won't want to give it back either.

Try Irstant Replay Free!

Call 818-591-0360

Transfer one cut or one
thousand between machine

using the D -NET high-si.
digital audio network

Print hard copu lists of all
, ,i'

Store up to 16 hours
of CD -quality digital

audio on Instant Replay's
internal hard disk.

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO
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5321 Sterling Center Drive  Westlake Village, CA 91361
(818) 991-0360  fax (818) 991-1360  http://www.360systems.com

It you're a cal-leeer station, you can by bstant Replay ter 10 days Mth no obligation. I w2u decide b buy Instant Replay wea make
aea"yenents thmugh one of our authorized dealers. Offer good in the continental US only Otter wires December 31. 1996.

'Suggested retail t roes $2995 for 4 txxes ci Weeps $3495 Sc 8 hoots of storage and 33995 for 16 hours of storage.
3e0 Systems Instant Replay es a registered trademark of 360 Systems 01996 360 Systems.



Managing Technology:
Updating the newsroom

all other terminals. At any terminal a
reporter/newscaster could rewrite the
copy, embed audio cuts into the copy
and put a story on the air. Like-
wise, locally originated copy could
be created on a word processor
by the newswriter and instantly
be made available at the other
terminals.

Digital editing of the audio is
possible at all terminals, even
though the raw audio is recorded
into the system at only one termi-
nal. This applies to network au-
dio feeds, telephone intervieu,
and even announcer -recorded
voicer/actuality stories. It is also
faster than dubbing to cart. The
newsperson just points the mouse
at the beginning and ending
points of the audio segment,
clicks the button, gives the audio
cut a name or number and desig-
nates it "ready for air play." No

access to weather bulletins, sports scores
and other information delivered by the
wire services. No more rushing down the
hallway after the alarm sounds, tearing
off the copy and rushing back to the
control mom. (Oh, don't forget to make
a photocopy for the other station.)

their hands, and the ability to shuffle
papers and rearrange the order of the
stories "the way they've always done it."
Yet after a short time, you'll find them
holding the scripts in their hands, but
reading the story directly from the com-
puter terminal screen in the announce

booth. Soon, they'll not bother car-
rying the copy into the news booth
and you can turn off the printer.

One precautionary note: When
you make the decision to go digital
in the newsroom, don't make price
your predominant criterion of
choice. The pace of technological
change is so rapid that if you invest
in "just enough to get by," after a
year or two you'll find yourself
facing the need to upgrade the
software and your hardware may
not be able to handle it. Get a
system with enough memory, speed
and hard -disk space to accommo-
date future expansion. It might
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The audio upload/editor screen from NewsRoom, an
integrated, PC -based digital news system from Com-
puter Concepts. A "virtual VU meter" helps users make
the transition from traditional systems.

reel-to-reel machines, no cart
machines and no real-time dubbing
steps are required.

Central storage of wire copy also gives
control room announcers immediate

A papedess system is the ultimate
goal. This won't happen immediately,
however, because news people tend to
need the comfort of holding a script in
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cost a few hundred dollars more
today, but will save thousands later
when it's upgrade time. 61

liFor more information on
digital newsroom systems,

circle (100) on Action Card.
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SPLIT IT!!
USDA is a handy 2 -in, 4 -out stereo "mini -DA"
that can combine or split audio signals for
distribution. Mix stereo to mono, get both stereo
and mono outputs from a stereo source. Gain
trims for each output. Great specs with lots of
headroom. Keep one on hand!

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vista Drive
Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA
TEL (818) 355-3656 FAX (818) 355-007,
FAX -on -Demand Doc #103 (818) 355-4210
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We Build Solutions.
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America's Digital Original
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RF Engineering:

STL update

By John Battison, P.E.

Now that digital AM transmitters and
digital FM exciters are being installed,
it seems inappropriate to feed them

with analog studio -to -transmitter links (STLs),
especially when so much of the equipment at
the studio is also of the digital variety. But it's
not just for such technical congruity that
broadcasters use digital STLs. They can pro-
vide a literally transparent link between facili-
ties, even those that are separated by signifi-
cant distances.

Admittedly, if you have a first-class analog
STL system that is working properly and has
not yet been amortized, it may be difficult to
persuade management of the need to convert
to an all -digital path to the transmitter -
especially if the transmitter is also a new, fully
analog unit. Nevertheless, if you are in the
market for a new STL, consider a digital
system, both for its performance today and its
readiness for interface with future elements

of your increasingly digitized trans-
mission chain.

John Battison, BE Radio's con-
sultant on antennas and ra-
diation, owns John H. Battison
and Associates, a consulting
engineering company in
Loudonville, OH.

Advantages of
digital STLs

In practical terms, a digital STL
provides freedom from distortion
and clipping problems that some-
times plague an analog STL Digital
STLs also will operate with a much
lower received signal than that re-
quired for analog operation - as low
as 5ILV at the receiver terminals.
The fact that the typical digital STL
also has a built-in 20dB fade mar-
gin adds to its attractiveness. This
feature often makes it possible to
use smaller dishes, thereby reduc-
ing cost and tower loading.

Unlike analog SI'Ls, audio per -
I ormance on digital STLs remains
identical as received signal strength
aries throughout the usable range.

This eliminates the inconsistency
of the noise floor on many analog
STLs, caused by seasonal or other
variations along the path. And in
this age of consolidation, digital

STLs can even add to the capacity of a given
link by allowing additional signals to be
included in the bitstream.

Implementing digital STLs
First, a general caveat on STLs: Given

today's proliferation of radio signals, it is
essential to work with your local SBE fre-
quency coordinator. If you don't know who
that is, call the SBE headquarters at 317-
253-1640 and ask. When working with a
coordinator, it is important to keep him or
her informed in a timely manner. If you
select a frequency, and then end up not
using it, be sure to tell the frequency coordi-
nator. Otherwise it will be listed as occupied,
and other legitimate users may not have
access to a vacant channel.

The second item to watch carefully is a
change in your area's topography. An ex-
ample: Several years ago, one of Columbus'
major FM stations suddenly lost its STL

signal in the middle of the afternoon. As it
turned out, a new building was being erected,
and unknown to the station's chief engineer,
it was directly between the studio and the
transmitter. This kind of situation cannot
always be anticipated years in advance, but
before installing a new system make a sur-
vey to be sure that there are at least no
existing blockages. If you have to locate
downtown, it is a good idea to check out the
buildings along the line of fire to see if they
are soon to be expanded or torn down. Also,
don't forget that Fresnel zone clearance
should be checked where rural STL paths
are planned. Occasionally, knife-edge propa-
gation can be used, although usually its
characteristics seem to apply more to higher -
frequency links than the typical 950MHz
aural STL

Most of the major STL suppliers are now
offering digital STLs. Increasingly, these sys-
tems offer AES/EBU connectivity. This al-
lows digital audio devices preceding and
following the STL in the chain to be intercon-
nected without leaving the digital domain. It
also permits two channels of digital audio to
be serially conveyed over as much as 300
feet of shielded, twisted -pair cable and inter-
faced at the STL transmitter. No additional
synchronization is required because the AFS/
EBU signal is self -clocking. The AES/EW
input accepts the start of each 32 -bit block
of audio as a clock pulse and thereby main-
tains synchronization inherently.

Spectral efficiency
As usual in these days of increasing emas-

culation of broadcaster's frequency bands,
STIs are feeling the spectrum pinch. Al-
most daily, the FCC either generates itself,
or publishes requests from RF users, for

At WWRC in Washington, DC, four T-1 circuits
(top of center rack) are multiplexed onto a
bidirectional 18GHz path for an uncompressed
digital STL and a 20 -channel TSL. The latter is
used to return satellite downlinks from the trans-
mitter site's dish to the studio. Bidirectional
data and telephone circuits also share the
links. An analog 950MHz STL (bottom of center
rack) serves as backup, with analog telco pro-
gram circuits used as a tertiary link. (Photo by
Kevin McNamara, courtesy of Intraplex.)
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RF Engineering:
STL update

more slices off the broadcast auxiliary bands.
Digital STLs offer a good way to cope with these attacks on

broadcasters' frequency domain. In some cases, a narrower -
bandwidth channel than that required by the analog STL can
be used for the digital path, with better audio quality at the
same time. In other cases, a digital STL can allow two full -
fidelity stereo audio feeds (or several lower -quality mono
feeds for subcarrier services and the like) to be placed on the
same channel that previously supported only one analog
stereo link.

Of course, what enables this efficiency in the crowded
950MHz aural STL band is the use of data compression.
Across the current crop of digital STLs, numerous algo-
rithms are offered, including apt -x, Dolby AC -2 and ISO/
MPEG Layer 2.

Not all of today's STLs use the narrow channels of the
950MHz band, however, and other types of digital Sits are
available for these purposes. These systems use T-1 links
from telco or microwave STLs in the 18GHz and 23GHz
bands, which offer sufficient bandwidth to support
uncompressed stereo audio. In the case of T-1 circuits, a
transmitter -to -studio link (TSL) return path is intrinsically
included, providing increased cost-effectiveness.

At present, there is no such thing as a "digital composite"
950MHz STL All these systems operate like discrete analog
STLs, requiring the FM baseband to be assembled at the
transmitter site. Yet with the AFS/EBU connectivity now
offered on STLs, processors and exciters, there are many
more options for high -quality air -chain configurations than
existed in the analog STL world. It is possible to deliver a
composite digital FM signal via T1 or 18/23GHz STLs,
however. Consult with STL manufacturers and dealers for
details. Some digital STL manufacturers also offer clever
backup systems that allow quick, automatic switchover from
digital primary to analog backup links.

The regulatory front
Remember that the Private Radio Bureau of the FCC took

over the processing of all STL applications on Oct. 1, 1992.
This may seem like old news, but if you've not had an
occasion to file a Form 313 for some time, this change may
have gone unnoticed. Applications that require a filing fee
should go to FCC, Mass Media Services, PO Box 358700,
Pittsburgh, PA 15251-5700.

If you have questions, call Ms. K. Garland at the FCC's
Gettysburg office: 717-337-1212 or 800-322-1117.Form
313 has had several changes in recent years, and it is
advisable to get the latest edition before filing. The fee -
payment forms and requirements also seem to change from
year to year. It's a good idea to request a supply of new Forms
313 and fee -paying instructions from the FCC. The latest
number for ordering FCC Forms is 800-418-3676. (Deliv-
ery of forms can take about three weeks or more.)

Like everything else, the STL is going digital. With this
change comes improved audio quality, increased reliability,
uniform performance over time and greater spectral effi-
ciency - not a bad bargain overall. of

Acknowledgment: The author wishes to thank Geoffrey
Mendenhall of Haffis Corporation for his assistance in preparing
this article.i For more information on digital STLs,

circle (101) on Action Card.
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FCC Update:

FCC acts
on silent
stations

By Harry C. Martin

Harry C. Martin is an attorney
with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth,
P.L.C., Rosslyn, VA.

F4 ffective immediately, the FCC is enforc-
ing a new rule that specifies that the
license of a broadcast station that re-

mains silent for a consecutive 12 -month pe-
riod will automatically expire. The tole imple-
ments a section of the Telecom Act. For
stations silent prior to Feb. 8, 1996, their 12 -
month expiration clock begins on the date the
act was signed, Feb. 8. Therefore, the first set of
licenses will expire on Feb. 9, 1997.

Prior to the act, the commission had the
discretion to either grant a station the authority
to remain silent for a specified period or com-
mence a Invocation proceeding. The FCC no
longer has the power to grant extensions to
remain silent for more than 12 months. How-
ever, it does retain the right to begin a revocation
proceeding in cases where the automatic expi-
ration provision is not applicable.

For example, a station could be off the air
for eight consecutive months, resume broad-

casting for one day, and go silent for
another five months without trig-
gering the automatic expiration. But,
the commission will still be able to
initiate the revocation process in
such a case. There have been no
changes in the requirement that
broadcasters must notify the com-
mission and request consent for
shorter periods of silence.

The commission warns licensees
that the existence of pending appli-
cations by silent stations will not
postpone the automatic expiration
date. Thus, silent stations wishing
to assign or modify their licenses
should allow ample time for such
applications to be processed.

Applications for facilities needed
to return a silent station to the air
should be accompanied with a trans-
mittal letter with the label "Request
to expedite application of silent
station." An explanation also must
be given why the action is necessary
to return the station to the air and
the date that the license will expire
if it remains off the air.

New regulatory fee
schedule proposed

The FCC has released its proposed fee
schedule. (See Table 1.) Because Congress
mandated the same total amount of revenues
to be collected as in 1995, most of the
adjustments made to fee amounts were minor.

In general, the proposed fees have increased
by slightly more than 1%. The commission had
considered eliminating separate fees for con-
struction permits (CPs) and auxiliary stations. It
concluded, however, that it would be fairer to
retain these separate fee categories. In the case
of CPs, eliminating the fee would require exist-
ing stations to subsidize the start-up operations
of competitors in the market. With regard to
ancillaries, the substantial differences in num-
bers of auxiliaries licensed to different stations
would likely result in stations in smaller markets
paying a greater proportional share of the total
costs of auxiliary regulation.

Accordingly, the fee schedule continues to
categorize radio stations by station class.

FCC Implements two-step
renewal process

The Telecommunications Act is changing
renewal rules and procedures for radio sta-
tions. The commission plans to adopt an
eight -year license term for television, radio,
FM and TV translator facilities, low -power TV
stations and international broadcasting li-
censes. The FCC proposes to continue to
issue licenses for experimental broadcast sta-
tions for a term of one year. The terms will run
concurrently by state. The new uniform li-
cense terms should enable the commission
to operate more efficiently. The commission
suggests that broadcast renewal applications
granted after the effective date of the new rules

FY 1995 FY 1996
AM radio
Class A $1,120 $1,125
Class B 620 630
Class C 250 255
Class D 310 315
Jnbuilt CP 125 125

":PA radio
Classes C, C1, C2, B $1,120 $1,125
Classes A, Bl, C3 745 755
Unbuilt CP 620 625

Table 1. FCC fee structures proposed for FY 96,
compared to those of FY 95.

be given an eight -year term. As for renewals
granted prior to the effective date, the com-
mission proposes to extend the seven-year
grants to eight years.

In addition to the changes in the license
terms, the act has eliminated comparative
renewal challenges by establishing a two-step
procedure. The commission must first deter-
mine whether to grant an application by ex-
amining three criteria: 1) the station has
served the public interest, convenience and
necessity, 2) there have been no serious viola-
tions by the licensee of the act or the rules and
regulations of the commission; and 3) there
have been no other violations by the licensee
of the act or the rules and regulations of the
commission which, taken together, would
constitute a pattern of abuse.

If a licensee does not meet all of these
criteria, the commission can deny the appli-
cation or renew the license on certain terms
and conditions (e.g., the FCC may grant a
renewal for a term of fewer than eight years).
Only after the commission denies an applica-
tion may it entertain competing applications.

The new rules are expected to be in place by
the end of the year. 61

Dateline
Commercial stations in the following states
must file their annual ownership reports or
report certifications by Oct. 1, 1996: Florida,
Puerto Rico, Virginia, Iowa, Missouri, Alaska,
Oregon, Hawaii and Washington. Stations
n Iowa and Missouri must file their license
'enewal applications by Oct. 1, 1996.
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ran 'your codec do this?

"cperima can!"
Remote Control: Using the powerful Ancillary Data MUX feature standard on
cDQPrima models, you can control any RS232 and RS485 remotely controllable
device from thousands of miles away. Just plug your remote control, keyboard,
terminal or computer, into your local Prima ancillary data port, connect the device
to be controlled to the far -end Prima and you're ready to go.

Backup STL: Using the silence detectors built into all Prima models in
conjunction with up to eight (8) available isolated inputs, Prima can trigger
user definable events based on the status of your main STL system. Prima can
automatically take over when your primary aural STL fails.

Prima Logic Language: Use the power of cDQPrima" to automatically re -configure itself
to accept calls from up to three (3) different remote codecs. The most popular modes
available on the cDQPrima, including single and multiple line ISO/MPEG Layer II,
single and multiple line H.221, and G.722 can be detected automatically.

Send & Receive CD -quality Sound Over One [1] ISDN Phone Line!
 Best CD -quality stereo sound for radio broadcasters, recording studios, film, voice-overs & satellite operators

 20 kHz CD -quality stereo sound with better than 89 dB dynamic range and .01% total harmonic distortion
 Exclusive MUSICAW' enhanced encoder algorithm is compatible with all standard ISO/MPEG Layer II decoders

 Psychoacoustic tuning with results in real time
 CD -quality sound over 2 ISDN B channels

 Cascade -proof mastering quality with up to 6 ISDN B channels at 384 kb/s
 AND MUCH MORE!

CDQ7)J'imATM
For information and your nearest dealer call:

Tel: 908-739-5600 Fax: 908-739-1818
Fax on Demand: 908-935-2777 Internet: http://www.musicamwest.com

MUSICAM USA 670 N. Beers Street, Building 4, Holmdel, NJ 07733 MUSICAM USX
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Some
refined

rules

By Leonard Charles

_eonard Charles is an engineer
WISC-TV, Madison, WI, and

:hairman of the SBE EAS Corn-
-nittee

The clock ticks as the Jan. 1, 1997 EAS-
implementation deadline nears. Feed-
back from manufacturers indicates that

some broadcasters think this deadline will be
pushed back once more. Another delay is
unlikely, however.

Meanwhile, the FCC has decided that it will
expedite the addition of local event codes to
the EAS roles. Rather than follow its estab-
lished procedure of waiting until local areas
submit additional code requests, the FCC,
working with FEMA and the NWS, will deter-
mine an all-inclusive list and then amend it
into the rules. The commission hopes to com-
plete this process by this fall. Don't put off the
purchase of EAS equipment pending the re-
lease of this list, however, because equipment
manufacturers have assured the SBE EAS
Committee that the new list can be added to
their devices once the rules are amended -
even to equipment already delivered.

As a state or local area, you may suggest
custom codes or local emergency events to be
covered in this list by contacting the FCC EAS
office at 202-418-1220. The chances of add-
ing "official" codes after the rules are amended
will be nearly impossible. The SBE suggests its
list of local codes, which is published in its EAS
Primer:This list is being reviewed by the three
agencies for possible inclusion. You may find
that an event unique to your local area is
already covered in this list.

Another clarification that surfaced at NAB 96
involves the high -frequency (HF or shortwave)

broadcasters in the United States and its terri-
tories. International broadcasters are men-
tioned only once in the new rules, in paragraph
11.54(b)(9). Many questions have been raised
by HF broadcasters and the FCC has responded
with the following clarifications:
 HF broadcasters must install an FCC -certi-
fied EAS decoder.
 They must monitor the two sources listed in
their state plan.
 They must maw broadcasting immediately
upon receipt of a national EAS message con-
taining the event code EAN, then wait for the
EAT (termination) code to resume broadcast-
ing. This can be done in the automatic mode.
 They are not required to have an EAS
encoder, because they do not need to activate
the EAS.
 They do not need to participate in the
Required Monthly Test (RMT) or the Re-
quired Weekly Test (RWD.
 They should record the receipt of any tests
to show that their equipment is working.
 They may share EAS equipment with co -
owned and co -located stations, even if those
stations are not HF broadcasters.

The SBE EAS Committee will post new,
updated or clarified EAS information as it
becomes mailable on the SBE web site at
sbe.org. You may also E-mail the committee
chair if \ III 11(1\ c questions. The address is

\-com or click on the
chairman's name under the EAS heading on
the SBE web site.

If you do it
in the studio,  
-you can do it with AudioVAULTa.

Unlike all thc other competing products out there,
only AudioVAULT® can do almost everything. It was
the first Windowslu-based studio system
and is the most mature, stable and widely
used software in the industry. It's not a
pre -configured system. It's not bound by its
designer's limitations. It doesn't dictate how
you should work in the studio

AudioVAULT is what you want, thc way
you want it.
A little now, or a whole bunch later. With
AudioVAULT you can play carts record liners and
spots edit, cut and paste mix, play music, adjust levels

I=E

go live, go automated, go both, capture feeds create
logs adjust rotation, manage the news, generate traffic
reports. And it's so easy to operate. In fact, your on -air

staff already knows how.
From the world's most popular lint of

digital radio products comes the world's
most reliable digital studio solution -

® AudioVAULT. To find out more or for a
free demo kit, contact a Broadcast
Electronics Digital Systems Consultant at
217-224-9600. Or visit AudioVAULT on the
web at:

'www.bdcast.com (e-mail: future@bdrast.com).

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS, INC.

WORLD LEADER IN RADIO BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
4100 N. 24th Street/P.O. Box 3606/Ouincy, IL 62305-3606/(217)224-9600/Fax: (217)224-9607

,r)1 996 Broadcast Electronics Windows is a trademark of Microsoft
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Sharing programming? We have just enough

MP"
space.

How would you like to share programming coast to coast at a lower cost than ever

before? Now you can - with a little more space. With our satellite services you

can create your own network, increase programming quality at local levels, uti-

lize state-of-the-art digital technology, and keep overhead low. Plus. it's all brought

to you by people who understand your needs - the radio -only experts at NPR.

Call us today at (202) 414-2626. Our satellite will increase your space.

NPR Satellite Services®
Link up with us

635 Massachusetts Ave., NW., Washington, DC 20001-3753  (202) 414-2626
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Cover story:

(Not so)
Remotes

Radio remotes are sound-
ing better costing less and

getting easier to do than
ever before.

By Flawn Williams

New technologies are making
the radio remote not so
"remote" anymore. The
portability and reliability of
today's audio equipment have
combined with the growing
availability of ISDN and other
transmission systems to make
the simple, high -quality and
cost-effective remote a reality.

1
ong gone is the distant sensation
of Edward R Murrow's wartime
reports from the rooftops of Lon-

don or the big band broadcasts from
hotel ballrooms or being able to tell by
the sound whether your team was play-
ing home or away.

Today you're more likely to treat your
listeners to a full -fidelity remote from
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in
Cleveland, a stereo sportscast from the
Super Bowl, a jazz brunch from a
Singapore hotel or a riveting news report
from Bosnia. The quality is in your face,
no matter how distant the source.

Backhaul basics
Getting live audio back to the station

so it can be a live broadcast is a large part
of the challenge of radio remotes. For

Photo courtesy of Sennheiser Electric
Corporation.

local originations, if you've got the gear
and the available frequency clearance,
RF pickups can work welL Where access
to dial -up phone lines can be found,
frequency extenders are still a useful
alternative. But the maturing of Inte-
grated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
service across the country and around
the world is making it the service of
choice for moving audio in real-time
from point to point.

At first, American rollout of ISDN
lagged behind many other countries.
Then, for a while, the terminal equip-
ment was available but many regions
couldn't get the necessary lines installed
by their local telcos.

As of mid -1996, ISDN has progressed
to being an accepted working tooL But
when it comes to making audio connec-
tions with ISDN, you'd still be wise to
take the advice of a certain US. president
from the 1980s: "Trust, but verify."

Adventures in ISDN
For starters, there are many different

options to select or reject when ordering
an ISDN circuit. This is a predictable side
effect of using a technology that is trying
to be so many things to so many people.
Voice telephony, computer data, high -
quality audio and videoconferencing are
just some of the tasks for which ISDN is
used. But, for example, do you want your
broadcast audio link interrupted by call -
waiting beeps? Probably not. The manu-
facturers of ISDN audio codecs can give
you good advice on what flavor of ISDN
service their devices need. Work is also
under way in the telco industry on codi-
fying the service configurations required
by different terminal equipment.

The dozens of different digital audio
encoding algorithms available today can
be intimidating, as well. In a few short
years, the original 7.5kHz mono G.722
codecs have been joined by MPEG Layer
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11 (in several variant forms), ISO/MPEG
layer III, apt -x, Dolby AC -2 and others,
in mono and stereo implementations
and at various data rates. Stereo systems
are further split into two modes: those
that encode each channel separately (dis-
crete or dual -mono), and those that use

joint coding in which audio common to
both channels is encoded only once and
"copied" to both channels at the receive
end. (Joint stereo can provide greater
coding efficiency than a discrete two -
channel approach, although stereo sepa-
ration can suffer slightly in some cases.)

Compounding this variety are two dif-
ferent basic data rates. Although ISDN is
theoretically built around 64kb/s chan-
nels, some long distance service (LDS)
providers pass only 56kb/s
°fuser data. reserving the other
8kb/s for network signaling.
This problem is steadily be-
coming less prevalent, but it's
still worth confirming full
64kb/s bandwidth with your
service providers.

If you'll be purchasing or
leasing the codec and termi-
nal adapter equipment for
your studio and remote sites,
the safe course is to pick a
single manufacturer and con-
figuration for all of your ISDN
gear. This will mean fewer vari-
ables when making connec-
tions and will give you a better
chance of getting problems
solved with a single phone
call. Many service bureaus also
exist that can rent you the

of 16kb/s, used for call signaling - hence
the nomenclature 2B+D is also used
when describing ISDN-BRI. A 384 or
256kb/s link (on three or two ISDN-BRI
lines, respectively) can transmit remark-
ably robust stereo. But even a 128kb/s
link on a single ISDN-BRI line (which
still involves IMUXing of two B -chan-
nels) can sound pretty good for a single -
hop stereo path using Layer III encoding.
And respectable mono voice feeds can
be done on a single 64kb/s B-channeL
(See "Using ISDN for Remotes," Septem-
ber/October 1995.)

Perils of the two-way street
Will your remote broadcast be self-

contained from the remote site or will the

a headphone mix at the remote site that
combines the backfeed signal with the
local program mix.

Note that although the use of a higher
bit rate usually implies less coding delay,
ISDN connections that involve IMUXing
of more than one B -channel may actually
create longer delays. This is because the
receiver uses additional buffering to ac-
commodate the possibility of different
paths being taken by the multiple B -
channels. So in the quest for better fidel-
ity, you actually may be elongating a
path's throughput time.

These delays also interfere with the
natural timing of conversational inter-
action between the studio and the re-
mote. If your plans include interactivity

between your studio and the

KFJC, Los Altos. CA. Is a college FM station that does frequent
remotes on a budget using ISDN lines for backhaul. (Photo
courtesy of Mackie Designs.)

required hardware and help
you set up ISDN circuits, either one-time
or long-term, local or long distance.

But if you're willing to delve into other
algorithms to try connecting to existing
ISDN sites, a whole world of ad hoc
remote audio sources opens up. For a
quick taste of what's out there, get a copy
of the Audiobahn list (currently about
300 listings) distributed by Jay Rose of
the Digital Playroom. You can E-mail Jay
at jcroseepop.tiac.net. The list notes
which model of codec each site employs,
so it's also helpful for contacting real users
to get their opinions of different gear.

As the market matures, vendors are
taking steps to improve their units' abil-
ity to talk to other brands. Compatibility
is still far from automatic, though. It
requires hands-on coordination for each
call to a new location.

For those interested in feeding live
stereo music from remote locations, in-
verse multiplexing (IMUX) systems are
available that can combine up to three
basic -rate interface (BRI) ISDN lines to
obtain a data rate of up to 384kb/s. BRI
is the standard flavor of LSDN service
offered to most nonPBX terminations. It
includes two "B" or bearer channels of
64kb/s each, plus a "D" or data channel

site interact with sources from home
base? ISDN makes interactive remotes
more cost-effective than ever before. Be-
cause ISDN is a full -duplex technology,
the backfeed from the station to the
remote site is provided at the same fidel-
ity as the feed from the site.

But the data processing involved in the
coding systems can introduce through-
put delays that may approach a half
second for the full round trip. Different
algorithms introduce different amounts
of delay, with a substantial range of pos-
sibilities currently available. In addition,
an individual algorithm that offers a vari-
ety of transmission data rates may intro-
duce longer delays for its lower data
rates. Of course, on long-distance
remotes, delay times are further extended
by longer terrestrial transmission paths,
and any satellite links will add about a
quarter of a second apiece.

Any delay over a few hundredths of a
second can make a full -mix backfeed
from the studio unworkable for monitor-
ing at the remote site, because the echo
will confuse the remote talent Therefore,
be prepared to implement "mix -minus
in both directions," and make sure you
have a field mixer that will let you create

remote site, consider all the
alternative coders and paths
available, making throughput
delay one of your primary
criteria of choice. Another
way to lessen (although not
eliminate) the delay prob-
lem is to abandon the high -
quality ISDN return path and
instead use a standard dial -
up phone line for the
backfeed. The monitoring
quality at the site won't be as
good, but the timing will be
more natural and an overall
better program may result.

The POTS alternative
One of the newest trans-

mission systems available is
the so-called POTS (Plain
Old Telephone Service)

codec. These systems combine an audio
codec with a 28.8kb/s analog modem
and connect via standard analog tele-
phone (POTS) lines. Here again, differ-
ent systems offer a range of throughput
delays, but some can have a low enough
delay to allow conversation without per-
ceived echoes, and possibly negate the
need for "mix -minus" assignments. More
important, they can also save you the wait
and the expense of getting an ISDN line
installed at the remote site.

POTS coders can provide reasonably
good voice -quality audio remotes over a
single analog dial -up phone circuit. Noise
and distortion are lower and frequency
response is wider and more natural than
a direct analog feed into the same phone
line. On some units, if the phone line
cannot support a full 28.8kb/s feed, a
lower fidelity connection will be pro -
sided. For example, one such system
delivers 7.7kHz audio bandwidth at
28.8kb/s and 5.7kHz on a 19.2kb/s
path - still better than analog use of the
line, even with a frequency extender.

POTS codecs cost about as much as
their ISDN brethren, so there's not much
savings to be squeezed out of the equip-
ment budget. The currently available
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(Not so) Remotes

systems are not compatible with one
another (nor with other ISDN or
Switched -56 codecs), so you need two
of the same units - one for each
end of the POTS -line path. The
ability to use a single existing
phone line for broadcast -quality
audio should greatly expand your
possible remote sites, however.

Could you be even more por-
table by combining one of these
codecs with a cellular phone con-
nection? Sony, we're not quite
there yet. Cellular phones with
modem ports typically don't sup-
port data rates higher than 9.61cb/s,
and the current crop of POTS
codecs need twice that bandwidth
to function even marginally.

Life on the noise floor
For connecting to remote sites

within several miles of your station
(or via a fixed relay point), consider

recently established spectrum at 902-
928MHz and 2,400-2,485MHz. They
can provide clean capture of signals using
carriers that barely pop up out of the noise
floor.

Various models support synchronous
data rates of 64, 128 or 256kb/s in the
902-928MHz region (for use with the

uncompressed audio feeds). When used
with a directional Yagi antenna and line -
of -sight path, these units can be used
across distances of 10 miles or more.
Combined with appropriate digital audio
codecs operating at those data rates, you
could have a broadcast -quality audio link
with no installation or usage charges.

Some systems feed wideband au-
dio in only one direction (although

During Super Bowl week last January, MJI Broadcasting
established an ad -hoc network of stations for sports -talk
programs fed directly from Phoenix via this ISDN codes/
TA setup. (Photo courtesy of Comrex Corporation.)

another emerging technology:
spread -spectrum wireless digital transmis-
sion. These techniques are used by unli-
censed, low -power wireless modems in

GB

same data -compression codecs em-
ployed in ISDN transmission) or at higher
data rates in the 2,400MHz band (for

1\uMI
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MP 011114

611 461-1111
1167.
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the feed direction on the link can
be easily switched), while others
are inherently full -duplex (two-way).

Remote recording
Of course, not everything your

staff wants to put on the air from a
remote site needs to be carried
live. A substantial amount of new
technology has been applied to
equipment used in gathering and
producing audio in the field.

Among these are new portable
audio recording systems, includ-
ing the DAT and NT -1 (or
"Scoopman") tape formats, the
MiniDisc format, the ADAT and
DTRS formats of modular digital
multitracks (MDMs) and a variety
of portable hard -disk recorders.

Among the latter you'll find a wide range
of fixed, removable or PCMCIA drives.
Some of these systems allow field editing,

RF ENGINEERS/
MANAGERS

AzTech, a fee -free service,
has clients involved in

development, manufacture and
marketing of Cellular, PCS,

GPS and other
communications systems.
They seek experienced RF
Engineers working across a
wide range of frequencies:

*Circuit and Module designs
for Satellite receivers *Power
Circuit Design *Power Supply

Design *GPS Analysts
*Frequency Converters/

Synthesizers *RF/Analog IC
Design *Cellular System
Design *Firmware Design

All applicants need technical
13A/BS/MS, good

communication skills, and a
strong desire to expand their

horizons in RF circuit, systems
or cellular design.

AZTECH czac-45A5zZator on
Recruitment Co. aziec&Mail

us
h@amutorg

or visit our Web Site at
httpiwww.azreciuit.com
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TRYING 0 MAKE SENSE OUT OF DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEMS?

There is a better way!
It's not easy trying to understand the conflicting claims made
by different manufacturers when you're buying a Digital Audio
On -Air & Production System, whether a single, multipurpose
Workstation or an integrated, multiple studio setup. At one end
of the spectrum, you're faced with a wide variet:, of simple "Cart
Machine Replacements," and on the other, prockicts whose
complexity confounds even the most seasoned broad-
cast engineer.

The ENCO DAD486x Digital Audio
Delivery System soaves the problem!
DAD is simply the most powerful On -Air
& Production system available, yet its
uncomplicated approach and inherent ease
of operation makes immediate sense to any
user.

 Intuitive On -Screen displays that are imme-
diately familiar to operators. Optional
Touchscreen makes operation quick and easy

 Complete On -Air flexibility with various "Wiwi
Machines" for Live Assist, Automation, or
Satellite Programmed operations. Interface to
other equipment plus scheduling and billing pack-
ages. Seamless segue and voiceover transitions
sound "Live" in all modes. Script capabilities can
be included.

 Full production capabilities, including Graphic Cut & Paste
Assembly Editing. Includes analog and digital inputs/outputs.
Interfaces with most multichannel editing packages.

 Runs on DOS for proven speed, reliability, and compatibility
'th other equipment; not an operating system original-
ly intended for multimedia applications. This is a pro-

fessional tool meant to produce efficiency and profits.
not entertain the staff!

 Operates on common off the shelf computers and
network architecture. You won't be locked into
proprietary hardware that may not be available
whenever you need service.

 No monthly licensing fees, DAD is an out-
right purchase. Software upgrades are free
for the first year.

 DAD is proving itself everyday in radio
and TV facilities worldwide.

Call Your DAD486x Dealer or ENCO
For Complete Information

lFU ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC

24403 Halsted Road, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
TEL: 800-362-6797 or 810-476-5711 FAX: 810-476-5712
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(Not so) Remotes Extreme remote: Bosnia
and a few even incorporate a codec and
an ISDN terminal adapter for real-time
or file -based transmission hack to the
studio. New battery chemistries and out-
board battery packs have also eased the
hassles of keeping portable recorders
powered in the field.

A variation of the portable hard -disk
recorder is the laptop audio worksta-
tion," which can be purchased as an off -
the -shelf item or assembled by the user
from commonly available, general-pur-
pose computer hardware and software.

New MiniDisc field recorder features
include a mono record option that
doubles the recording time more than
two hours per disc, plus some nifty high-
speed playback options that make dub-
bing, logging and locating particular
moments much easier. Remember, how-
ever, that MiniDisc recorders are suscep-
tible to disruption of their recording due
to jostling or vibration. A memory buffer
helps protect MiniDisc playback from
these motion -induced problems, but in
most models, the recording process is
not similarly protected. If you do all your
field recording without moving the re-
corder, this should not be a worry.

Continued on page 35

By Leo del Aguila

From the moment I was assigned to set up the technical operation for NPR's
coverage of NATO's implementatior of the Dayton Peace Agreement in Bosnia
and Herzegovina (BiH), I tried to prepare for every possible scenario our crew (three
reporters, one producer and myself) would face while in the field. This included
situations like traveling with U.S. troops on reconnaissance and establishment -of -

perimeter missions, interviews with local citizens and officials, visits by high brass
and dignitaries and impromptu press briefings. Added to this was the lack of
reliable communications and electrical service.

Beyond simple versatility, however, was the commitment to audio excellence by
NPR's engineering and news departments. It paid hefty returns on this assignment,
as the sonic quality of all the reports from BiH brought radio listeners to this military
theater with vivid realism.

From past experiences in similar environments around the world, I knew that in
order to keep up with the fast
pace of unfolding news and
programming deadlines, our
field recording, production
and communication equip-
ment had to be compact,
rugged and reliable. Most of
this gear also had to be bat-
tery -powered. User-friendly
operation was a plus, in case
nontechnical members of
the crew were called upon
to operate technical equip-
ment. (Under extreme field
conditions such as these, ju-
risdictional and job -descrip-
tion boundaries are some-
times overlooked!)

Portable uplink feeding the Inmarsat AOR-E sat-
ellite through a window in a Tuzla, BiH apartment
provicing POTS or ISDN connectivity to the U.S.
Codec and fax machine are on tables at rear.

KLAX-FM
Los Angeles 0

Mure

1RTL
I

Will you still love us

41111111k410
as Iv

1111

MURPHY
STUDIO FURNITURE

Studio furniture
is one decision
you'll be living
with for a long
time. If you
make it Murphy,
you can count
on a relationship
that will last for
years. Durability,
deliverability and
thoughtful
design -all part
of the enduring
elegance of
Murphy Studio
Furniture.

 4153 N. BONITA STRLE1 A SPRING VALLEY, LA 91'1  TEL 4)19) 698-4658 A FAX (619) um -1268 A

V (800) 307-1060  Email dwmurphyeelectriciti.com  URL http://www.electriciti.com/dwmurphy 

Our service goes beyond design and fabrication, to total management of your concept's execution.
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Traveling light?
Checked baggage for this trip amounted to eight large

cases - including our flack jackets and cold -weather cloth-
ing. We also brought aboard two "M" Satphones, one reporter's
kit and two large carry-ons. Traveling with this much gear
requires a detailed inventory (for insurance and customs pur-
poses) and lots of stamina, because you'll have to handle it all
yourself every step of the way. While this minimizes the possibil-
ity of losing anything in transit, we also knew there would be no
skycaps at the curb in BiH.

Our first destination in BiH was the city of Tuzla. Getting there
took us from Washington, DC to Zurich, Switzerland to Zagreb,
Croatia where I got UN credentials, and then to Split, a beau-
tiful city on Croatia's Adriatic
coast - all in one 21 -hour jour-
ney. In Split, we had to rest for a
day due to a violent winter storm.
We rented two four-wheel drive
vehicles for the trek to Tuzla, and
then loaded one vehicle with the
gear and the other one with gro-
ceries and supplies. (We were
well aware of the lack of food
and basic staples in BiH.) The ad-
ventures we encountered on that
road trip would fill many pages.
Suffice it to say that it included
the experiences of several nor-
mal lifetimes.
Two days later, we were

greeted in Tuzla by a member of
our crew who had already se-
cured a comfortable apartment.
It had an enclosed porch with
windows facing the southwest-
ern sky -a critical point, because
to transmit our reports back to the
satellite located in that part of the

(or both), plus appropriate cables and headphones. The
network also provides them with laptop computers on which
they can log into the NPR mainframe computer via modem.

Because NPR reporters are accustomed to getting the story
on their own, an engineer's job in the field is complementary.
By using more technically sophisticated equipment, and by
acting as an "audio photographer" - capturing those unique
sounds, often nonverbal, that sonically portray times and
places - the detail and impact of the reports can be dramati-
cally enhanced.

A typical engineer's kit for this work includes a Sony TCD-D7
or -D8 DAT recorder (usually modified with outboard battery
pack that uses four D -cells), a Neumann KMR-81 short -shotgun

microphone, a Sonosax SX-M2 ste-
reo mic/line amplifier, Sony MDR -
7506 headphones, zeppelin
windscreen, shock -mount, pistol
grip and collapsible fishpole, plus
a variety of cables and adapters,
mic-mounting hardware, batter-
ies, gaffers tape, pads, pens and
labels, plenty of blank tape and
spares of practically everything.

The reliable and high -quality
KMR-81 and the SX-M2 are a nice
complement to "consumer" por-
table DAT recorders. The SX-M2
has three gain settings, a low-cut
filter, balanced XLR inputs and
unbalanced (3.5mm stereo mini -

NPR reporters Tom Gjelten and Martha Radcatz in
Tuzla, BiH, during a live interview with an NPR studio
host in Washington, DC.

the Satphone we brought
United States would use a
sky.

Field recording
Most of the time, NPR reporters work on their own and are

issued a kit which contains modified Sony TCM-5000s or
Marantz PMD-421s (both audio cassette recorders), with either
a beyerdynamic M-58 or Audio-Technica AT -835 microphone

plug) line output. It provides up to
four hours of 48V phantom power
from two 9V batteries.

The Sony TCD-D7's recording ca-
pabilities are vastly improved by

this combo. Because its line input is being used (instead of its
mic input, which consumes battery power faster) the outboard
D -cell tray can power the D7 for up to 14 hours.

Field production
Some of the remote recording gear noted earlier performs

double duty during the production process. A second Sony
portable DAT recorder and a couple of Sony TC-D5 Pro II
cassette recorders are added, along with a Shure FP -31 mixer,

priv\-T Pm dr I

Csa
Your single source for antennas, filters. A. mounting, towers,
lightning protection, grounding systems, engineering and installation servicess-ifi®

UN' / ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC 8 12 -925 - 6000

Low Power FM antenna CP-II Series
2000 W input
Circular Polarization
$1,175.00 for 2 bays
Ideal for Translator or Booster

Lightning Spur Protection System
Top and Side mount dissipators
Measured dissipation values
Low impedance ground interfacc
Anode and Cathode grounding

systems
Spur's unit price is $300.00
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The Hottest Fall E

See the Products That Are Shaping

Tomorrow-Today
Planning for the futunk. requires anengoing commitinent.4iftietifig
new ideas, new produrt, and new solutions for your business. And as
technology constantly advances, you need to continuously evalu3te the

products, services anc a wlications critical to your success.

The World Media Exp Radio/Audio Exposition is your best fall
opportunity to do just tat. Experience hundreds of hands-on lemon-
strations and compare the full spectrum of the newest and most
innovative products and services for radio broadcasting and audio

production.

From digital workstations, data broadcasting and the Internet to radio

automation, transmitters, DAB and remote broadcasting-you'll find
the methods, techno'ooies and solutions you need to stay successful.

Tune -In to Value -Packed Conferences
World Media Expo '9E combines four leading industry conferences from

NAB, RTNDA, SBE and SMPTE to form the industry's most comprehen-

sive fall event.

AT WORLD MEDIA EXPO'S
RADIO/AUDIO EXPOSITION,

YOU'LL FIND THE TECHNOLOGIES
AND SOLUTIONS TO MOVE

YOUR BUSINESS AHEAD.

in the Hottest Market!

r
Fax this completed four to: (202)429-5343
Please send me information on Wold Media Expo Attending

Name

Title

Company
Address

LEO
Exhibiting

Call Letters 11111 CI AM II FM

City State Zip

Country

Phone Fax

E -Mail Address

FOR MORE INFORMATION
For up-to-the-minute registration, exhibitor and program details:

 Visit the NAB Website at http://www.nab.org/conventions/
 Call the appropriate organization's Fax -On -Demand services (listed below) from

the touch tone handset of your fax machine and follow the voice instructions.
World Media Expo (301) 216-1847, NAB Radio Show (301) 216-1847
RTNDA Conference (503) 721-5867, SBE Conference (301) 216-1853
SMPTE Conference (301) 216-:850

For more information on attending, call (800) 342-2460 or (202) 775-4970
To learn about exhibiting at World Media Expo call (202) 775-4988

WORLD MEDIA EXPO-RADIO/AJDIO EXPOSITION
October 10-12, 1996  Los Angeles Convention Center  Los Angeles, California USA
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WHEN YOU'VE GOT

THIS GOOD, YOU CANT

HELP BUT BLOW YOUR OWN HORN!

SOMETHING

There comes a time
when a company knows
it has a break through
product. And for Energy-
Onix, that time is now.

The ECO 15 - 30,
Single tube, High Power
Grounded Grid Transmitters
up to 32KW.

Solid State driver
up to 2 KW serves
as emergency
transmitter

 Straight Forward
field proven control
system

 VSWR Protection
& More

 BEST OF ALL THEY ARE ECONOMICALLY PRICED!

 ECO TRANSMITTERS ARE AVAILABLE FROM 2KW

752 Warren Street
Hudson, New York 12534

518-828-1690 Fax: 518-828-8476
E-Mail:energy-onix@energy-onix.com

"The Transmitter People"

a Shure FP -22 headphone amplifier
and a second set of MDR -7506 head-
phones for simultaneous monitoring
by the engineer and the reporter or
field producer. When no mics are
open and the room is quiet, a Fostex
6301 personal monitor speaker may
be employed in lieu of headphones.

For this kind of news coverage,
where you may have to set up shop
in the back of a car, an Army tent or
a funky hotel room, the field produc-
tion approach has to be simple. The
process, after recording the day's
events, goes something like this:

 the conceptualization of the report;
 listening and logging of recorded
tape (absolute time for DAT or counter
numbers for cassette);
 drafting of script;
 dubbing of sound bites and ambi-
ance beds from field recordings;
 content editing (with field producer
or network editor via fax, POTS or
Satphone);
 recording of reporter script.

The individual, edited elements are
then transmitted back to the network
HQ on ISDN via Satphone (typically
using the 24kHz-sampled ISO/MPEG
Layer II coding provided by the
Musicam USA CDQ-1000 codec). The
portable uplink is a California Micro-
wave LYNXX Transportable Inmarsat-
B earth station, equipped with the
high-speed data (HSD) port, which
provides full -duplex data calls at 56
or 64kb/s in addition to standard
POTS -type analog service for voice
or fax. Standard calls are billed at $5/
min, while HSD calls cost $16.50/min.

The final fixing and mixing of the
reporters' stories is done back at the
network studios, and the pieces are
then placed into various daily news
programs and distributed to hundreds
of broadcast stationsacross the United
States. (This distribution adds another
generation of Layer II coding, but there
does not seem to be any audible
problems from cascading.)

In many cases, the programs are
also carried on America One, the US
public radio channel carried in Eu-
rope on the Astra DBS service. This
allows reporters in Europe to occa-
sionally hear their work while they are
still on location -a welcome, recent
change that many U.S. broadcast
crews are enjoying as a result of in-
creased international distribution of
American broadcast media.

The availability of high -quality, rea-
sonably priced and reliable field
equipment coupled with the numer-
ous methods of digital audio backhaul
make hi-fi radio remotes possible
nowadays from anywhere - even
the most extreme, hostile or inacces-
sible locations on the planet.

Story and photos by Leo del Aguila, a
bureau engineer for National Public
Radio based in Los Angeles.
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(Not so) Remotes

Continued from page 28

Microphones for the field
Advances in microphones are finding

their way into field equipment Improve-
ments in the pickup patterns, off -axis
response, output levels and handling -
noise rejection of shotgun and short
shotgun mics are welcome examples.
Enhancements among the hand-held
omnidirectional mics preferred for most
reporter work include new designs, in-
creased ruggedness and higher outputs.

Wireless microphones have also seen
significant improvements in reception -
reliability and range, audio fidelity, trans-
mitter/receiver size and battery life. In
addition, the growing selection of single -
point stereo microphones also makes it
easier for reporters to record events and
ambiances in stereo.

Portable mixing
Need to create a mix -minus for send-

ing to your ISDN codec? Even small
tabletop mixers (less than a square foot
in size) now have multiple buses or aux
sends that can be applied to such pur-
poses. Need to send a mic-level signal to
a PA system or press mutt and maintain
separate level control? Several mixers
are purpose-built for just these kinds of
applications, and a few codec manufac-
turers have integrated codecs, terminal
devices and/or small mixers into one- or
two -box portable solutions.

For those multimic situations where
there's no telling who will speak next, an
automatic mixer can help. These mixers
are continuing to improve in quality
while coming down in price. But it takes
a lot of processing power and program-
ming intelligence to do this kind of
mixing smoothly. Unlike sound -rein-
forcement applications where occasional
closure of all inputs or missing the first
part of a word may be tolerable, broad-
cast audio makes more stringent de-
mands on an automatic mixer. So audi-
tion an automatic mixing system care-
fully, preferably with headphones, to see
if it is suitable for broadcast use.

It's comforting to know that remote
broadcasts are as much in radio's future
as they are in its past Even if you do
remotes from the same venue over and
over, each event will have a different
challenge. If you prepare well for those
challenges, remotes can be as much fun
for you as they are for your listeners. EN

Flown Williams is a bureau engineer for
National Public Radio, based in Chicago.

ireFor more information on radio
remote equipment, circle (102)

on Action Card.
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Feature:

Fully automated
operation is now
legal - but with
some important

caveats.

By Chip Morgan

Unattended
operations

Ilhe FCC's new ivies on 1 1 i 'attended operations allow broadcasters

unprecedented freedom in automating theirstations. To do it right,
however, some appropriate new equipment is required, anda few
optimal items are notyet available. Thereare also some important
new procedures to be followed.

ho's in charge around here'?"
asked the FCC inspector. "I am,"
replied the 10 -year -old boy

sweeping the floor. The inspector glanced up
at the computer display indicating modula-
tion peaks at 98%, day pattern "ON" and
common point at 4.1 amps 100%. "Looks
like everything's OK at the transmitter. Could
I see your ID, please?'

These days, all you need to operate a
broadcast transmission facility is a system
that monitors specific parameters, notifies
you when something is wrong and shuts down
the transmitter if you don't fix it in three
hours. You don't need an operator on duty
and you don't even need an operator's li-
cense. In the following paragraphs you'll learn
about the new FCC rules on this subject, as
well as how things got to where they are today.
You'll also find some recommendations to
keep your station legal and on the air without
duty operators.

How it all started
Way back in the days of crystal radio, many

of the on -air performers were also engineers.
Not surprisingly, however, most of these
people were far better at engineering than
performing. Propeller -heads owned and op-
erated radio stations. Later, when business
owners realized the power of the ether, they
started buying fledgling stations or building
their own - so they could advertise.

With an influx of operating capital, the new
owners hired and trained engineers to build
and maintain the facilities. Radio prospered
and became big business in the '30s and
'40s. Transmitters grew larger and more com-
plex. At the same time, the studios were
becoming much more sophisticated. Radio
stations needed transmitter engineering staffs
to ensure maximum coverage and reliability
and studio engineering staffs to ensure proper
operation of the studio equipment. Radio was
complicated. It involved live broadcasting,
multiple formats, network affiliations and
complex production needs.

When new technology combined radio with
pictures, many of these engineers moved into
television. The older radio folks who stayed in
radio tended to work at transmitter sites while
the younger ones worked in the studios as
boanl operators. Meanwhile, radio station
owners looked for ways to cut costs as rev-
enues decreased. Manufacturers introduced
equipment that allowed simple radio stations
to be operated by remote control. This al-
lowed the studio engineers to do the work
previously done by the transmitter engineers.

Forward into the past
By 1950, improvements in telephone line

quality and increased success in the sales of
radio time dictated that studios should be
built in prestigious locations rather than out
in a field with the antennas. Newly built FM
transmitters were often the first to be oper-
ated by remote control. Especially at smaller
stations, engineers were expected to perform
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double duty as studio and transmitter
operators. With this change in technical
operation, extra control and monitoring
equipment became more common at the
studios (because the FCC required it).

When records and locally produced
shows became more popular than net-
work programming in the '60s and
'70s, it wasn't unusual for disk jockeys
to run the mixing console except in the
largest or unionized stations. Remote
control of the transmitter was added to
disc jockeys' responsibilities especially
if they had a "first phone," allowing
them to control the transmitter at lower -
powered stations. This eliminated the
need for engineers at studios except for
maintenance.

By the 1980s automation and satel-
lite programming had become a com-
mon way for stations to reduce pro-
gramming costs. Because there was now
little or no need for talent at the station.
and the talent also served as an engi-
neer, who would run the transmitter?
The FCC still required an operator on
duty. In fact, that person was required to
make operation of the transmitter top
priority, with programming taking a sec-
ondary position.

Owners began to try various semi -FCC -
compliant schemes including using an-
swering service operators or other 24 -
hour businesses to act as transmitter
operators.

In October 1995, the FCC
acknowledged that many stations saw
no value in human transmitter control
(or human operation of anything at the
station, at least for some davparts). By
then, technical stability of equipment
was reliable and an automatic system
was more capable of determining an
interference condition than the average
disk jockey. The commission, therefore,
eliminated all the operator -on -duty rules.
A station owner could shut the door at
the end of the day, and the station could
run by itself until the next person came
to work.

Moving Into the 21st century
If you could have the ultimate unat-

tended operation, what would it look
like? First, it would have to automati-
cally comply with all FCC regulations.
Second, it would have to require mini-
mal intervention for normal operation.
Third, it would have to keep an accurate
record of what happened. And fourth, it
would have to be capable of obtaining
human help when things got wacky.

The bad news is that from an engi-
neering standpoint, many of the critical
functions of fully unattended operation
are just now being developed. But there
are a few systems that already provide
the capability or can be modified to
provide the capability needed.

There may be added savings at smaller
stations from replacing older transmit-

ter and remote -control systems with
more modern designs. Older transmit-
ters without automatic VSWR reduction
or overload protection may literally burn
up during a failure event. If there's no
staff member on duty or listening when
this happens, the fire department may
be the first to know of the problem.

A simple and business -save way to
deal with problems is to use backup
systems. Often when a failure occurs, it
can't be repaired within the aforemen-
tioned three-hour window even if your
engineer sleeps at the transmitter. The
smart solution is to have a complete
backup transmission system that is tested

and ready for instant use. When the main
system fails, the backup system auto-
matically comes on-line and engineers
arc notified. For the bean counters, the
advantages are obvious. More physical
facility means higher property value; less
off -air time means more revenues; and
sad but true, investment in backup sys-
tems is cheaper in the short term than
investment in engineers.

The three-hour limit for correcting
problems that might result in interfer-
ence applies even if an operator is on
duty. In addition, all stations must have
the capability to shut down within three
minutes upon FCC request. The old fail -

ONCE YOU'VE
SET THE STANDARD,

THERE'S ONLY
ONE THING TO DO

consoles once again set the

staicard for t ktop radio environment.  They offer easy integration witi

au-omation systems; modular units to make expansion and service easier; 4 telco send

outlets; 8 to 24 input channals; live, live assist and walk -away operating modes, arscl

more  Once you've seen the quality of Ward -Beck, eou'll understand why Renaissance

is -.he first choice of discern ng radio engineers the world over.  Call toll -free ' -80)-

771-2556 or write, Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontari

CEnada M1H 2X4. In Toronto call (416) 438-655C or fax us at (416) 438-3865.

W A R D - B E C K SYSTEMS LTD.
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Unattended operations

safe rule no longer applies, however.
Dial -up control systems are acceptable.

Operating power, mode of operation,
modulation levels, tower lights and AM
DA parameters must be monitored. The

A simple and business-

savvy way to deal with
problems is to use

backup systems.

FCC doesn't say how often these need to
be monitored, but it's recommended
that a log be kept either automatically or
by operators. The modulation monitor-
ing requirement is new (primarily be-
cause modulation monitors were not
even required in recent years). Trans-
mission system inspections by the des-
ignated chief operator are still required,
but they don't have to be logged and can
be done on a "periodic" rather than a
weekly basis.

One of the primary motivations be-

hind the Emergency Alert System (EAS)
was to make it fit within the context of a
fully automated environment - some-
thing the EBS could not do. The design
and programming of a station's EtS
system is an integral part of any unat-
tended operations plan.

Things to keep in mind
One fundamental rule has not changed:

Licensees are still responsible for opera-
tion of their stations. You must monhor
tower lights at least once a day or have
automatic alarms. If you establish a new
control point, you must notify the FCC
within three days. Directional AM sta-
tions must still have a working antenna
monitor. A station log is still required. A
designated chief operator is still required.
A main studio is still required.

Operating staff should be trained in
the basics, such as how to find the
transmitter site, how to get in the build-
ing, how to manually turn it on or off and
how to take basic readings. In an emer-
gency, anyone with a basic familiarity
can perform technical functions while
under the direction of an engineer on
the telephone.

What lies ahead?
\viill today's proliferation of multiple

stations under one roof, and the subse-
quent demands on all personnel at such
facilities, having a computer do the

IHNAT1HINDES inc

ULTRAIV100 9

a

The UM -2000 is a self contained split band stereo
FM processor. with AGC and

an -ultra transparent- digital stereo generator.
Designed to give you concert quality,

at a price you will like.
Contact us for details and dealer information.

audio
processing

"hnaturally"

IHNAT HINDESjinc
42 Elaine Street. Thompson, CT

(860) 935-9066, 935-4242
Fax: (860) 935-9919

litti)://Ns w N%.1inat.com

mundane tasks of monitoring and con-
trolling transmitters makes good sense.

Most of today's broadcast transmit-
ters aren't set up to be tuned or adjusted
by computers, but there's no reason
they couldn't be. As the jobs in radio
engineering become even less glamor-
ous (were they ever, really?) it won't be
unusual to see a bunch of computers
running the engineering department.
After all, they've been running the pro-
gramming department for years!

Of course, both departments will still
benefit from human oversight and inter-
vention during crises. But if day-to-day
operations can be automated, operat-
ing costs are reduced, reliability can be
increased, reaction time may be short-
ened, and the station's human resources
can be better applied to those higher -
level and creative tasks that keep radio
interesting - and which machines will
never be able to perform.

Chip Morgan owns Chip Morgan Broad-
cast Enterprises (CMBE), a broadcast de-
sign, systems integration and station fine-
tuning firm based in Sacramento, CA.

For more information on
transmitter remote control,

circle (103) on Action Card.
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USADR pulls out of DAB field tests
ield tests of proposed U.S. DAB for-

mats will take place without the partici-
pation of USA Digital Radio's (USADR)
AM and FM IBOC formats. The propo-
nent withdrew its systems from further
testing by the Electronic Industries Asso-
ciation (EIA) and the National Radio
Systems Committee (NRSC) after nego-
tiations on an agreement between USADR
and the testing groups broke down.

One apparent sticking point was
USADR's unwillingness to subject the
technical details of its systems to further
scrutiny (although EIA sources claim
that similar language in agreements for
the earlier round of laboratory tests drew
no such complaint from the proponent).
USADR also found fault with EIA's plan
to compare the results of IBOC formats
with non-IBOC formats in making its
final recommendations to the FCC.                  
Datacasting tests begin

The NRSC has begun a comprehen-
sive series of laboratory tests for high-
speed FM subcarrier data transmission
systems at the NASA Lewis Research
Center in Cleveland (the same site used
for the EIA/NRSC lab tests for DAB
formats). These systems are designed to
allow FM broadcasters to implement
revenue -producing or program -enhanc-

ing datacast services in the future, using
existing subcarrier spectrum.

Three systems are being evaluated:
the FM Subearrier Information Service
(FMSS) from Digital DJ/NHK, the High -
Speed Data System from Seiko Com-
munications, and the Subcarrier Traffic
Information Channel (STIC) from the
Mitre Corporation.

Meanwhile, Digital DJ has announced
that it will begin commercial datacasting
service in the San Francisco area on
KPIX-FM (95.7MHz). KPIX will pro-
vide a variety of text and graphic ser-

News:

vices, including news, weather, sports
and traffic information. DDJ will offer
receivers throughout the market in hand-
held, automotive, home and PCMCIA
varieties. The receivers have storage and
retrieval capabilities that allows access
to numerous services in an "on -demand"
form, as well as addressability that pro-
vides the option of personalized mes-
saging and other customized services.

On-line radio update
 NetRadio Network has introduced NetCompanion, an web browser that

includes the capacity to create a personal audio program stream that can be built
from a menu of music formats and news services.

 AIRS() I lighway (formerly Information Highway Media Corp.) is developing
a hand-held device that will allow users to select, store and playback audio
content \ is the Internet, acces,,ed through broadband wireless service partners.

! .cont

 Firstliadio Internet, an Internet -only radio station based in Melbourne, FL
has joined the NAB. littp://www.ffistradio.conb

 A new and expanded listing of RealAudio-enhanced sites is now located at:
http:/ iwww.realatidit).com./raguitlea.gi

 PC 11EEK magazine's Online service has added PC WEEK Radio, an audio
news service featuring daily commentaries and opinions from the editors of PC
WEEK. It requires a ReaLkudio 2.0 player. lint:: ul%1%.1)CWEEKeont Radio fii
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Business/People:

BUSINESS

The .1udioVAULT digital audio storage system from Broad-
cast Electronics, Quincy, IL, has been chosen to control the
Fountain of Rings in Centennial Olympic Park in Atlanta.
During the Summer Games, the system, traditionally used by
radio stations, will be programmed with musical selections,
such as the Olympic theme song, the theme from Chariots of
Fur, and Santorini by Yanni. The entire fountain project will
remain in Atlanta following the Games as a gift from the Atlanta
Committee for the Olympic Games to the city.

Sony Electronics, Park
Ridge, NI, produced a five -
part videotape series on the
care, handling, trouble-
shooting and manufactur-
ing of videotape. The Me-
dia Forum Series includes
the titles "Troubleshooter's
Guide," "The Tape
Handler's Guide," "Manu-
facturing the Magic," "Mag-
netic Magic" and "Magnetic
Tape by the Numbers." For more information, call Leeann
Lavin at 201-930-7321.

Harris Corporation's Broadcast Division, Quincy, IL,
received an order for the world's first 2,000kW all -solid-state
medium -wave (AM) broadcast transmitter, the Harris DX

http://www.broadcast.net

2000. The Qatar Ministry of Information and Culture awarded
the contract to Manco Contracting Company, Hanis Broad-
cast Division's partner in Qatar.

TFT, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, announced an alliance with the
Broadcast Supply Division of Continental Electronics, Dallas,
to provide Emergency Alert System equipment to the broadcast
market.

SYPHA. London, announced the publication of the fifth
edition of the Tapeless Audio Directory. The new edition
provides details of more than 300 systems, covering the range
of professional tapeless systems, from cards and software
packages to comprehensive turnkey systems. The directory
costs $24.95 (plus shipping and handling) and is available
from NAB Publications, Washington, DC, 800-368-5644 or
202-429-5373; fax 202-775-3515.

PEOPLE

John George joined Continental Electronics Corporation,
Dallas, as a district sales manager.

Neil M. Johnson was appointed vice president, engineering
for Digital Courier International, Inc., Vancouver, BC.

Mary Higgins was named marketing communications
manager for Switchcraft, Inc., Chicago. 8i

CORRECTION:
Because of a reporting error, some information about

the SADIE product line was incorrect as it appeared in the
NAB wrap-up on page 27 of the May/June issue. The
correct information is as follows:

"Using the new SADiE3 software, up to 10 24 -track
Octavia modules can be chained together for significant
increases in processing power and storage capability."

GET IN ON THE
GROUND FLOOR!

BER.444;42
Adverti
call = 'The G

ucts and se
12,500 product bu

ii

E Radio's new section
ery" and expose your

ices to more than
rs every issue.

It's easy...
it's cost effective...
and it's only a phone call way!
Call Steven Bell, Nati' al Marketing
Manager at 913-' . -1848
for all the d 1 today.
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Reader Feedback:

DAB and the radio paramedic

Dear editor:
All I can say is "well done!" Your BE

Radio piece on DAB ("Editorial," May/
June 1996) has got to be the most
concise evaluation of where things stand
to date. And on one page, no less!

At the risk of sounding old-fashioned
or trite, I've got to tell you that I miss
short pieces in magazines that get right
to the point.
Marty Sacks
Northeast Broadcast Lab, Inc.
Elkridgc, MD

P.S.: Nobody seems to be able to answer
a question that I have: Is the IEC-958
digital I/O format that is now showing
up on broadcast equipment the same as
SPDIF?

The editor replies:
Thanks for the nice letter, Marty. Your

check is in the mail. Regarding your
question, I guess I'll fill in for Dr. Radio
this issue. (I'm not a real doctor, but I
play one in the print media.) In any case,

be sorry you asked. Trust me, I'm
a doctor ...

IEC-958 is a document that covers
professional and consumer digital au-
dio interconnections. Unfortunately, it
blurs the boundaries between them. It
describes both the AES/EBU and the
SPDIF types of data structures and
electrical formats, but (either acciden-
tally or on purpose) it doesn't specify
which data structure should be used
with which electrical format. So simply
saying a digital audio input or output is
IEC-958 compliant" doesn't really tell
you whether it's AES/EBU or SPDIF -
in fact, it could be a little of each!
(There are actual devices out there like
this.)

For clarity, the unofficial terminol-
ogy of IEC-958 7'ype 2 has been ap-
plied to the SPDIF digital format. But
SPDIF remains the most specific and
widely used nomenclature for a now
nearly universal and unambiguous for-
mat. So Marty, when you're referring to
the consumer digital audio interface,
keep using "SPDIF" and call me in the
morning.

The best reference I've found for this
subject is "The Digital Interface Hand-
book" by Francis Rumsey and John
ll'atkinson, from Focal Press, Stoneham,
MA, 1993.

FM Value Leaders
....at NAB '96

"DAVID -H"
Processor /Generator

$1985 - ; .11Vi  f'?

The "DAVID" tradition contiues. A hot new feedforward-PWM processing
section is coupled with flawless Digital Synthesis of the multiplex signal.
Add the built-in, adjustable Composite Processor, and "DAVID -II" delivers
the density you demand, and a sound that keeps Vsteners tuned -in.

FM Mod -Monitor
Off -Air / Tunable

$2200
Accurate and afford-
able. Fully featured
monitor displays total modulation, demodulated program audio, pilot and
subcarrier injections. Remotable Peak Flasher, plus alarms for loss of car-
rier and loss of program audio. Carrier level and multipath readouts.

FM "Relay" Receiver
Single Channel / Tunable

$1100
A professional receiver for translator service. Composite and stereo audio
outputs. Selectable IF bandwidth, carrier -loss and program -loss alarms.
Front -panel metering and unique auto -mute and auto -blend functions.

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave.  Santa Cruz. CA 95060 U.S.A.
TEL: (408) 458-0552 FAX: (408) 458-0554 1

Think of
Them as

Reference
Monitors
You Can

Wear
When you need to hear exactly what

you've recorded... nothing more,

nothing less... then only Sennheiser's

HD 25 SP will do. Excellent isolation,

with clear, accurate reproduction

are the trademarks of these reference -

quality headphones. Plus, they're

MUCH more comfortable than

wearing speakers.

Your project studio is incomplete

without the HD 25 SP. Check them out

today at your local Sennheiser dealer.

0 "

D25

SENNHEISER
6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD LYME, (1 06371

1E1. 203.434.9190  FAX: 201.414.1759

IN CALIFORNIA. 4156 14151 MAGNOLIA BLVD. SUITE 100,
BURBANK, CA 91505  TEL 818.1345.7366  FAX: 818/45.7140

IN CANADA- 221 LA8ROSSE AVE., PTE (LAIRS, P01490 1A3

TEL 514.426.3013 FAX: 514.426.3953

Circle (32) on Action Card Circle (31) on Action Card
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New Products:

Self -setting analog
clock
ESE

LX -5112: a 12 -inch wall -
mount analog clock designed
to operate as a time -code
reader, a stand-alone clock or
an impulse clock; it can automatically set itself to the correct
time as received via any one of three different time -code inputs
(SMFTE/EBU, ASCII or ESE); if time code is lost, an error
indicator is lit and the clock continues counting while referenc-
ing an internal crystal time base.

310-322-2136; fax 310-322-8127
Circle (151) on Action Card

Turret for digital
studio monitors
Spacewise Broadcast Furniture
11 DT -1: a digital turret that swivels
your digital workstation at eye level
and gets your PC and cables out of
the way, a swiveling feature allows the
monitor to be viewed within a 240°
rotation; a 3.5 -inch floppy drive
mounting bracket comes standard in
the base for incorporation of an ex-
ternal floppy drk r.

800-775-38430; fax 520-579-9877
Circle (155) on Action Card

Digital portable audio recorder
Maycom Automation Systems

Digicorder: a
portable digital
audio recording,
playback, editing
and communica-
tion device; it
stores up to four
hours of audio on
credit card -sized
hard disks or flash
cards; on -site re-
cordings can be
instantly edited using cut and paste techniques; the Digicorder
can be directly connected to ISDN and telephone lines for
data transmission.

*31(0)481-377740; hut +31(0)481-377380
Circle (163) on Action Card

The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas, ranging
from educational series
to multi -station antenna
arrays, are highly
customized to meet
broadcasters' needs.

Options
 Circular, horizontal,

or vertical polarization

 Beam tilt
 Null fill
 Customized

directional patterns

The FM10 Series

Our Priority is
Your Satisfac-tion

Antennas and Transeusssan Line Systems

Systems With Reliability, Inc.
P.O.Box 856, Ebensburg, PA 15931
1-814-472-5436 FAX 1-814-472-5552

Universal headset for lavaliere
mics
Sennheiser
 NB2: adjustable headsets with form -fitting
boom assembly; the pliable boom is detach-
able for left or right placement and accepts
any Sennheiser lavaliere microphone includ-
ing MKE2, MKE102 and MKE104; cable
routing of the microphone along the boom is
simplified by the assembly's flexible, rubber-
ized construction.

860-434-9190; tax 860-434-1759
Circle (152) on Action Gard

=9 Quality
Power

Svetlana TubesELECTRON OEVICEs

3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7

3CX10.000A3
3CX10.000A7
3CX10,000H3
3CX15.000A3
3CX15.000A7
3CX15.000H3

4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX250BM
4CX250R
4CX350A

4CX350AC

4CX400A
4CX800A

4CPX800A
4CX1500A
4CX1600B
4CX1600U
4CX3500A
4CX5000A

4CX10.000D
4CX15.000A
4CX15.000J

4X150A
5CX1500A
5CX1500B

572B
5U4G

SV6550C
6A57G
6BM8
811A
833A
833C
EL34

SV811-3
SV811-10

TH5-4
TH5-6

TH6-3A
YC130

8560AS
SK300A
SK1300
SK1320

 Manufactured in Russia's largest
power tube factory.

 Generous warranty, based on
high quality.

 Honest prices, based on quality-
at low cost.

 Shipment from USA stock

http://www.svetlana.com

Broadcasters,
End Users
Phone (205) 882-1344
Toll Free 800-239-6900
Fax (205) 880-8077

OEM's, Distributors,
Volume Purchasers
Phone (415) 233-0429
Toll Free 800-578-3852
Fax (415) 233-0439

Circle (36) on Action Card
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Cellcast
REMOTE BROADCST STUDIO

THE CELLULAR DIFFERENCE

 Easy to Use
 Reliable
 Cost Efficient
 Portable
 Flexible

Technology & convenience combine to bring
you on -the -spot remote broadcast capabili-
ties with excellent sound quality. Cellular
transceiver, frequency extender, and mixer
all in one! Powered by Ni-cad rechargeable
batteries a AC power supply - utilizes cellu-
lar technology gr land lines.

For more information call

1-800-852-1333
Circle (33) on Action Card

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment.
For the best deals on Celwave products,

Andrew cable aid Shively antennas.

1kw FM 1978 Collins 831C-2
2.5kw FM 1983 Harris FM2.5K
5 kw FM 1981 McMartin BF -5K
5 kw FM 1969 RCA BTF 5D
10kw FM 1968 RCA BTF I OD
10kw FM 1971 Collins 830E -1B
10kw FM 1976 RCA BTF 10E
20kw FM 1974 Collins 831G2/

Continental 816R2
20kw FM 1968 RCA BTF 20E

lkw AM 1982 Harris SX1
lkw AM 1978 Harris MW1A
1kw AM 1963 RCA BTA-1R I
5kw AM 1977 RCA BTA 5L
10kw AM 1974 CSI T -10-A
25kw AM 1982 CSI T -25-A
50kw AM 1978 Harris MW50C3

(1100KHZ)

1077 Rydal Road #101, Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454  215-884-0888  FAX No. 215-884-0738

[F YOU WISH TO VISIT OUR HOME PAGE.
WE ARE AT www.voicenet.corn/-transcom

IF YOU WISH TO E-MAIL US, WE ARE AT transcom@voicenet.com

Circle (34) on Action Card

CREATE A MASTER CLOCK SYSTEM
ECONOMY MASTER CLOCK CAPABLE OF DRIVING 100 SLAVES FOR $260.00

5 DIGITAL SLAVES FOR UNDER $1000.00

p
[(WASTER CLOCK
 ESE TIME CODE OUTPUT

 EXTERNAL SYNC INPUT

1PPS OUTPUT

 3 TYPES OF ENCLOSURES

 DRIVE 100 DIGITAL SLAVES

 NEW "LX" ENCLOSURE

 SYSTEMS UPGRADABLE TO
CRYSTAL, VVWV, MODEM
AND GPS

ft.

g=4
ES -192A

12 59 59

ES-192AP

NEW! LX -192A

-o -o-o 

9

re/DIGITAL SLAVES
5 TYPES OF ENCLOSURES

 4 SIZES OF L.E.D.'S

 DISPLAY TIME OR DATE

 OPTIONAL TIME ZONE OFFSET

 VIDEO INSERTER

 COMPUTER INTERFACE

 MANY OPTIONS AVAILABLE

I
3 YEAR WARRANTY

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS SINCE 1971

142 SIERRA ST EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 (310) 322-2136 / FAX: (310) 322-8127

Circle (35) on Action Card
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HP Series
Now With
160,000 Amps
Per Phase
Peak Surge Current

THE "LAST' SURGE PROTECTOR
YOU WILLEVER HAVE TO BUY!

i

That's right! With the purchase of the
"Protector" comes a 10 year
unlimited, free -replacement warranty!

(Even if destroyed by lightning)

 Forget the Modules!
 Forget the Fuses!
 Forget the other guys!

Energy Control Systems is your choice
for "unlimited replacement protectors"

"Our FM site went off the air during a heavy electrical
storm. Further investigation revealed the HP 'Protector'
had been destroyed, evidenced by its charred appearance.
(see photo on left) I sincerely believe, without the protector,
we probably would have sustained major equipment
damage, and been off the air for a considerable length of
time As it turned out, the only thing damaged was the
'Protector' itself The time we were off the air was minimal.-

- KRKZIKWKW Radio, Oklahoma

HP -3Y 3 phase WYE or HP -3D 3 phase DELTA 51,54544
HP -1S single phase 170/240 $1 09570

Energy Control Systems
Fort Worth, Texas 800-383-6956

Circle (50) on Action Card

Kahn POWER -side TM is so good, that our
competitor (Motorola) argued it must be illegal!

( Hut the FCC ruled it isn't.)

POWER -side TM
Many

PROBLEMS
rAdiacent Channel Interference

Antenna Null Distortion

Co -Channel Interference

Power -Line Re-Raciation

Building Re -Radiation

Receiver Tuning

Low Fidelity Home Rados

Co -Channel Beat

Selective Facing

(212) 983-6765

One

SOLUTION!

113
Cn o

tifto_

POWER -side TM
the solution to many
of AM radio's most
serious technical
problems

From the developers of the AM STEREO system that isn't
afraid of the dark, and will let you drive right past FM Stereo

Kahn Communications, Inc.
320 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10017

BESCOINTERNACIONAL

World Leader
in

AM - FM
Transmitters

"Wow in our 30ne year"

AM & FM Pre -Owned Units in Stock

 ALL - Powers
 ALL - Manufacturers
 ALL- Instruction Books
 ALL - Complete
 ALL - Spares

Call and take advantage of our liberal trade-in plan.

nine and test on your frequency, available on site.

Complete inventory on request.

Dick Witkovski - President
Robert Malany - National & International Sales

Rich Witkovski - Sales and Service

Besco Internacional
5946 Club Oaks Drive, Dallas, TX 75248

Phone (214) 630-3600 Fax (214) 226-9416

Circle (51) on Action Card

AUTOMATE ANY PROCESS

Control ALL of your equipment with the MPI16 and any PC

Activate CD jukeboxes, Mini -Discs-, DAT Machines and other remote
control equipment with four IR code outputs (expandable to 11) and
included "stick on" infrared emitters.

 Activate pushbutton operated equipment with eight relay outputs.

 Sense equipment status with four isolated inputs.

 Read and save the code from your hand-held IR remote controls
with the included "READ IR- utility.

 Expandable: up to four MPI16s may be connected together.

Simply connect the MPI16 to your PCs serial port (or to a modem for
operation at a distance). Then use the "CONTROL" program to label
command names in simple English and create multiple command
routines and playlists to schedule on -air, production, tape delay
recording and live assist.

Includes scheduling program to activate all of your equipment,
and source code to help you write your own custom programs!

Call for free demo disk, literature and programming examples.

(208) 883-8080 MOORECONTROL
Circle (38) on Action Card Circle (39) on Action Card



UNIVERSAL SCPC

XE-1000

SCPC BROADCAST
AUDIO RECEIVER

New, affordable, frequency -agile receiver, direct channel
entry by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1,
wide/narrow bandwidth, de -emphasis selectable, 950-1450
MHz, line output 600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB
power supply, 50 -channel memory, full baseband output, high -
quality audio. Every needed feature at a sensible price (lowest
in the industry). Write or call for full information on this quality
receiver-the answer for your station. Networks call for prices.

Phone: (614) 866-4605 Fax: (614) 866-1201

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
Communications Specialist

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232

Circle (15) on Action Card

POWERFUL DIAL -UP CONTROLLER

 
The new CircuitWerkes DR -10 Dial -up remote
control is perfect for studio & automation control.
With features not found anywhere else, you might be
amazed at the CR-10's list price of only $439.00.

12 Dry relay contacts out (10 for DTMF, 2 auxiliaries).
Auto -answers on user selectable ring number and
auto -disconnects at call's end
Each relay can be independently set to functioi as a
momentary closure, latching closure with dist net
on/off codes, or interlocked latching with other relays.
Up to 8 digit user set password prevents piratilg.
Any relay can be assigned to any tone(s).
Each relay is programmable to beep when activated.
Two-tone & detection delay modes eliminate falsing.
4 Status inputs can dial 4 numbers and control relays.
A simple, built-in audio hybrid lets you control
equipment while monitoring a local audio source.
Provides an active, balanced phone line audic output.
All outputs appear on easy to use screw terminals
Program it with a any DTMF phone
Remembers its settings after a power failure.

CircuitWerkes
(352) 335-6555 / Fax 331-6999

3716 SW 3rd Place, Gainesville, FL 32607

Dateline El Paso, Texas - Peter Dahl Co.,
the transformer gays, are also providing
transient suppressors, custom rectifier
assemblies, three phase to single phase
conversion kits, DC filter capacitors, TV
beam power supplies, and 24 -hour tech
support. Is there alything these guys won't
do to make a sale? Call now for a free
catalog. or better yet, call to order.

(915) 751-2300

Write or Fax for an extensive catalog.
5869 Waycross, El Paso, Texas 79924  Fax (915)751-0768

E Mail: pw-1001eagle1.com  Internet Address: httplhwAvleaglel.comicommerciaVpwdcoi

Circle (164 on Action Card

Shopping for a wire service?

LEARFIELD DIAjTjAj

Ims it Iha you're looking for.'

Our "Basic Service" provides you with the most complete weather package
available for only $149 per month! We'll provide all of the hardware and
software needed, with just a 30 day contract! The Basic Service includes:

The complete NOAA Weather Wire Service.

Weather Service Inc., color radar images updated every is minutes

111 Weather Express.- forecast maps daily

Customize your service using some of the best news and information from
across the nation. Pay only for what you need. because all of our premium
services are optional! Choose from great services like:

CI United Press International

The Sports Network

D FarmDayta Ellte

D Slate News from 19 states

For more information call

800-210-9473

A Or d  Lii6310 Conmevcabons Inc 50S Pats Rd Jeflorson On i# 65109 6731E171,
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New Products
continued

Rack -mount CD player/
cassette deck
Marantz Professional

PMD350: a rack -mounted com-
bination CD player/cassette deck;
features include independent I/Os
and pitch controls, headphone monitor select, stereo microphone inputs, indepen-,
dent fader starts, CD play programming and a lock for remaining track time.

708-820-4800
Circle (158) on Action Card

INTRODUCING
oneJ c lc
atures

 1 Hz -29,999 Hz (1 Hz steps)
 Sine and Square wave outputs
 RS -232 controllable
 Store and Recall 10 user frequencies
 Uses 9 V battery or external power
 Log sweep from 50 Hz to 20 kHz
 Level control from 0 to 6.3 V P -P
 Compact (5"W x 1.5"H x 3"D overall)

CONEX SYSTEMS 11111

A Portable Audio Generator

ToneJac ANYerrrirnnn]LiLiU
0.1111.10111111M

COMA allielie41

(-4.11.141

tlOO x'
ovmn

VISIT OUR WEB SITE
www.conex-electro.com/--conex

1602 Carolina St  PO Box 1342 Bellingham, WA 98227 1 800 645 1061 360 734.4323 FAX 360.676.4822

Circle (19) on Action Card

PHASETEK INC.
 CUSTOM AM/MW PHASING SYSTEMS  AM/MW ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
 DIPLEXERS AND MULTIPLEXERS  DETUNING UNITS/UNIPOLE KITS

*COMPLETE LINE OF RF COMPONENTS

PHASETEK INC.
550 CALIFORNIA ROAD

UNIT 11
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951

PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, CONTACT:
hotamaphasetec.com

Circle (20) on Action Card

"FROM QUINCY TO GUAM - IT'S THE QUALITY CHOICE!"

Digital Quad Series

JC,S7 SOME FEAT( RL.S
 Heavy Duty And Modular

1 1/2 Inch Thick Top Surfaces
 Custom Designing
 Wilsonarts Laminants
 19 Inch Heavy Duty Rack Rails
 Digital Workstation Systems
 Oak Trim & Base Kickboards
 Adjustable Shelving

CALI. YOUR ONE STOP FURNITURE STORE

"THE. BRO4DCISTERS FIRVM RE STORE"

PinCIUM111 ET"
800-775-3660

digital & conventional studio furniture/big Starr and rolling r .mote furniture/rack mounted studio ups systems

Circle (21) on Action Card
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Broadcast production DAW
Studer Editech
 Dyaxis lIbv: a broadcast version of
the Dvaxis II with all the features of
the parent product minus the syn-
chronization and expansion capa-
bilities of the Dyaxis II; features in-
clude built-in automated digital
mixer for dynamic level control, pan-
ning, five -band paramcn ii EQ and
Mete! i

415-326-7030; fax 415-326-7039
Circle (156) on Action Card

Digital radio system
Radio Wolf International
 Radio Wolf: a fully computer -
based digital broadcast production
studio in a single package; some of
the features include play lists, auto-
matic cue, effects, dynamic control,
single page/single screen layout and
repeat play; optional modem cards
allow Radio Wolf to be controlled
from a remote site.

+81 3 9421 0122;
fax +81 3 9421 0133

Circle (154) on Action Card

Multipoint broadcast service
AT&T
 Multipoint Broadcast Service:
AT&T made a 40% cut in the price it
charges radio stations to connect to
its Multipoint Broadcast Service mak-
ing "radio teleconferencing" a cost -

competitive alternative for broadcast
distributors; with digital sound qual-
ity equal to that of a compact disc;
Multipoint Broadcast Service makes
branching of broadcast distribution
simple; to broadcast a football game
or a concert, a distributor calls AT&Ts
service and obtains a teleconferenc-
ing 700 number for radio stations to
dial into.

800-367-7966
Circle (157) on Action Card

Phono cartridge line
Shure Brothers
 Phono cartridge line: four new
models in addition to two models
from the previous line featuring a
diamond -tipped stylus and all the
necessary mounting hardware for use
with most '/2 -inch commercial and
consumer tonearms; two models may
also be used on P -mount toneann
systems.

708-888-2200; fax 708-888-2279
Circle (153) on Action Card

Patch panel
Neutrik USA
 PatchLink: a '/4 -inch modular
patching system that is designed to
streamline patchbay installation for
professional audio applications; the
PatchLink offers a self-contained, fully
wired, printed circuit board patch
panel in a 19 -inch rack -mount case.

908-901-9488; fax 908-901-9608
Circle (164) on Action Card



Nearfield monitor
Tannoy
V System 600 & 800: dual concentric nearfield monitor-
ing with high sensitivity (+90dB) and power handling
(150W+) that achieve high sound pressure levels at the mix

position; a new, innovative
landscape cabinet design
provides a clear line over
the console, improves over-
all tonal balance and re-
sults in deeper bass exten-
sion.

519-745-1158;
fax 519-745-2364

Circle (160) on Action Card

Digital audio system
Media Touch
 MediaDISK IV: a digital audio system that operates in the
production mode; each category database supports more than
3,000 items; features include tape transport -style buttons,
outcue entry, mark start/stop position, fast forward/rewind
with "Delta" set, rotation feature and buffered auto start.

800-636-0123; fax 352-629-7000; E -mall <bgsembs.net>
Circle (166) on Action Card

Teleconferencer
Gentner Communications Corpoation
 ET10: a telephone accessory that turns virtually any business
telephone into a high -quality, full -duplex teleconferencer, the
user simply places the telephone handset on the El'10 to send
two-way audio through its built-in speaker and microphone;
the ETIO allows connection to most digital or analog tele-
phones used in PBX and key systems.

800-945-7730 or 801-975-7200; rgentner@gentner.com or
kpaxman@gentner.com

Circle (161) on Action Card

PC card satellite receivers
International Datacasting
 SR253 DataNet & SR263 FlexData: complete satellite
data broadcast downlinks in a plug-in expansion card that turn
a computer into a high-speed satellite data broadcast termi-
nal; the receivers install into a standard personal computer
ISA slot and use the PC's power supply; they can provide serial
data directly on the PC bus using a software driver or directly
output the data on a rear data output connector.

404-446-9684; fax 404-448-8390
Circle (155) on Action Card

Effects upgrade for DSE 7000
Orban

DSE 7000 effects
upgrade: a digital ef-
fects upgrade for the
RAM -based, eight -
track DSE 7000 digi-
tal audio workstation;
the upgrade package
includes a replace-
ment DSP board with
24 -bit internal pro-
cessing and new ver-
sion 6.0 software; the
multi -effects upgrade
package also may be
retrofitted into exist-
ing Orban 7000 units.

510-351-3500; fax 510-351-0500
Circle (162i on Action Card

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

Advertising rates in BE Radio Classified
Section are $45 per column inch, per in-
sertion. There is a one inch minimum.

Ads may also be purchased By -The -
Word for $1.75 per word, per Insertion.
Initials and abbreviations count as full
words. Minimum charge is $30 per inser-
tion. Contact Matt Tusken at 1-800-896-
9939 or fax (913) 967-1735 to advertise in
BE Radio Classifieds.

SOFTWARE

WinRADIR: THE RADIO
STATION DATABASE

12,000* U.S. licensed stations are contained ,.
specifically designed for Windows! Search,

formats, markets, etc. Gives phone/faxes/web site ad, .

print, milling labels. Only $179.95/yr (incl. quarterly m

1-800-277-8224
Internet: http://www.aceinfo.consibbh/info

PRODUCTION MUSIC

Royalty -lice Music & SFX

$30.00 Per Disc. All Styles Of Music

Free Demo 413.789.1917 MC/Visa

Fax 413.789.1917  Quarterly Updates

SERVICES

HEHAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
. CONSULTING ENGINEERS

RADIO AND TELEVISION

DANE E. ERICKSEN, P.E.
Box 280068
San Francisco, CA 94128
707/996-5200 707/996-5280 Fax

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

P' FOR LEASE

TOWER SPACE AVAILABLE, Oklahoma City mar-
ket. Construction begins July, 1996. Call Brad
Ferguson at KCSC. (405) 460-5272. FAX (405) 330-
3844. E-mail KCSCFM@aol.com.

Curtis Chan
President

FM STATION OPTIMIZATION
FM SEARCHES) SHADOW AND INTERFERENCE STUDIES

FM MULTIPATH EFFECTS REDUCTION

TOTAL FM TRANSMITTER PLAT / ANTENNA IMPROVEMENTS

CALL OR FAX US FOR A DETAILED LIST OF SERVICES AND SAMPLES'

MOUNTAIN STATES TECHNICAL SERVICES
PH 520-579-7610 FAX 520-579-9877

CHAP. ASSOCIATES
,trategic Marketing  Public Relations  Advertising

1307 Shadow Lane, Suite C
PO. Box 5509
Fullerton, CA 92635-0509
Phone: (714) 447-4993
Fax: (714) 578-0284
Pager (714) 506-1357

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD "1
Loudonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849
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Want creative control
and performance
that's out of this world?

Get
radio's
best
digital
system.

At Computer Concepts we believe
the best measure of a digital system
is how well the station team uses
it-talent, managers and engineers.
That is why we designed our system
with out -of -this -world technology

and down-to-earth practicality. The
result, a powerful, friendly system
that staff members eagerly embrace
and use, proven in great stations
around the globe.

Computer Concepts enhances the
quality and efficiency of every area
of your station-programming,
production, scheduling and control.

We put you in charge of the station
of your dreams with incredible
tools ranging from digital, multi-
track editing...to a computerized
newsroom...to total on -air creative
control.

Launch your station into the
future. Call 800-255-6350 Ext.
01 and request a copy of our
free booklet-Tour the Digitally
Integrated Radio Station. In it
you'll see how our advanced
digital system can integrate your
station for peak efficiency and
communications.

000 Computer Concepts
corporation

8375 Melrose Drive, Lenexa, Kansas 66214  Phone 800-255-6350  Fax 913-541-0169
Circle (2) on Action Card



Some Countries
Have It ALL!

A-500 Studio Furnit Jre deliverei March 1993
A-500 Console S/N 20789 del vered April 1993
A-500 Console S/N 20792 del vered April 1993
A-6000 Studio Furn ture delivered March 1995
A-6000 Console S/N 22536 delivered M.arc-i 1995
R-16 Console S/N 22557 delivered March 1995
SP -5 Console S/N 79592 delivered April 1995

Wheatstone Model A -60C430 Audio Consof3 shown

0 SO SO O O O 

1995 Academy of Country Music Avvard
995 Marconi Country Music Award

1995 Billboard Country Music Award
1995 Country Music Association Avv-ard

1995 Country Music Association SRO Award
1995 Gavin Country Music Award
1996 Gavin Country Music Award

1996 Academy of Country Music Award

Ci Tie (3) on Action Card

VVheatrtone Corporation
tel 315-462-5000 / Syracuse, NY.




